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Fig. 20. Zcn^ii^T^mu| anipho^ras Tom iIu^Sgi'vc Limam Hellenistic wreck. Jttrs 1:10, stamp 1:1.

The excavators found no traces of stoppers; nothing
in the jars indicated where and how they were stop
pered. Numerous traces remain, however, of the ap
parently resinous linings of their interiors: innearly a
dozen cases, a deposit 0.003-0.009 m. in diameter in

the toe of the Jar; in one vessel (HW 84.16), thick
swirls of the same dark substance overthe lower sides
of the body; and in several other examples (notably
IC), a very thin coating in black patches over parts of
neck and body interior. Samples of these linings, as
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of i-nrliiT M.liohirs' views (l'rei|in-iitly nil ilic w;iy hnek lo
Evans and I lolin), and f(.)r footiK)Ccs of monstrous
li-ngtli wliicii too often dwarf tlie text: to eite just one
example, p. .S5 n. 17 with its lour separate headings is
more like an essay on developments in Greek Sicily
between 338 and 316 B.C. Even if not always convinc
ing, V.'s ideas in this little book arc interesting ones.
Greater succinctness could only enhance their appeal to
the reader.

Richard J. A. Talbert
Queen's Uniuersily, Belfast

flAMMOND (N. G. L.) Three historians ofAlexander
the Great: the so-called Vulgate authors,
Diodorus, Justin and Cnrtiiis. Gambriilire, en .:
Cambridge University Press. 11783. Pp. .x'i + 205.

20.00/539.50.

H. reacts against the tendency to label 'almost
anything which is not Arrlan' as belonging to 'the
Vulgate sources', against the common assumption that
'thevulgate sources' all depend primarily upon Cleitar-
chus, and against the trend towards more critical
evaluation of Arrian's aecount. f-fis warning against
misuse of the term 'vulgate' echoes a battle-cry of
W. W. Tarn and still merits attention. Not surprisingly
H. finds that none of the three secondary sources was a
single-source historian (though on Diodorus xiii see-
now I... Pearson's argument in Hist, xxxiii I1984I i f),
and he still holds that Clcitarchus contributed the
(•re.uesl pan lo r.irli aci oiiin II,. |., r,-.,, 11,,11.11 v in ho

I" ill' ill. I. j,, 1,11,,,.
(.•mn.,/ I"i A li s .III.I. I I. i|.,i ,, III. h ,, .1 . II, .1 n.nl.ilil,
I" I 1, II.11 . Ill I'. (ii,| 111,1 .'\ I1.1. ,1 mill., (|. ,1 I nil
l/i ,.iii.f|.| II 111). Inn „ .|.. pill.In I.., ,I 1.1 l'l..l. iin ,111,1

ol Alexander depends |,rimarily U|>i,n ('leit.ireluis, ,ukI
Curtius' principal source was Clcitarchus with IJiiyllus
as a source on Greek aflairs, and Aristobulus as a minor
source, mainly in Bk vii.

By taking Diodorus, Justin andCurtius on theirown
and emphasizing the sources which they are presumed
to have shared, H. risks reinforcing the concept of the
'vulgate' tradition which he seeks to undermine. H.
makes too little of theparallels between thenarratives of
Curtius and Arrian; he notes that where Curtius and
Arrian have the same facts they 'used them inadifferent
way' (123) and were therefore following different
sinirees, but with regard to Diodorus and Curtius II.
notes at p. 129 that a difference m treatment is no
obstacle to the assumption of a common source.

In eoneeiurating on each iiKlivitlual souree I I. slioukl
focus tin internal eontrtidietions and iiieonsisteneies, init
he glosses over at least one (between D.S. xvi 93.9 and
xvii 2.3) and emphasizes a questionable case on p. 31
benvecn D.S. xvii 8.1 and 9.1. Thetransition from D.S.
xvii 8.1 to 8.2 is unbroken, but H. marks a change of
source at that point: it would besafer to look forsource
changes where there are abrupt transitions.

His characterization of Clcitarchus' work isconven
tional but his profile of Diyllus has to be treated with
caution, since so little is known about the man and his
work, but H. is certainly right to raise again the
possibility that Diyllus w.as oneof Diodorus' sources for
Bk xvii because of the citations in xvi 14.5 and 76.5.

In my view H. falls between two stools: he offers
neither a more detailed analysis of anv oneof the three
'villp.lli. .liiiilMlls (liil ill.11 Iipi-l .111, .11 111,111 1.111.,I ,,,,,,
I1II 1II .11 11 .. .11 I ill, .ippi , ,p| 1.11, IM,., Ill, 11 1I I I, ,,|, ,|||,,,
I'. ••nil' s 111'. ..liiili 1, 1, I 1,, 1li, 11,1, ,

' ••• ll""i|-.li I" • ii'l-, ill, I I. I,I ii,,ii,i|, i|,.,i li,
In,I il'li'ili

p.ii..plii.i-„-.ll,| Ami.,11 .111,1 PI111.11, li 1,11 ill, ..111,, I I'll,1,111 |i ,111.1 A1M.111
All's,llltici\ I.IM llllli'SS. Ill' olliis II,. ,...,.,1 n•.^^,,|| \vll\
I'll>K'in y sin mill li.i vc li.n tfi I .ui rss tn (lu- fi'iiiniil
tindl tlu' ^S(js ii.c.. Inn lu- (oiiicmls ili.ii I'loli-my winu-
as late as the period -.Ss 3 ii.c., ,,i,d eenaniiy ,iller
C-leitarchus and Ansiobulus, since the\- wouitl not have
tontradieted Ptolemy on issues on winch he h.id
superior knowledge (II. cues in p.iriic iilar Curlius i.x
.S.2I and Arrian in 30.3). ll.'s belief m Ptolemy's
objectivity and Ins rcluetanee to eoiieede that Ptolemy
may have distorted therecord tosuit his ownimmediate
political ends (e.g. >66 f, contra Bosworth) seem to be
bound up with his coneUision that Ptolemy wrote 1
towards the end of his life. . I

With regard to Diodorus, Justin and Curtius H.'si
procedure is to seek to identify in each cit tltese three
accounts groups of passages which manifest simila]
characteristics: the criteria which he applies arc the same
as in his earlier work on Diodorus xvi (in CQ xxxi
i1937! and xxxii [I93f |̂), fullness, aeeiiraey, military
,md politieal delail and eiiiuepiiiiii ol'theceiitr.il iluine.
Efowever, he offers not so much a clinical exercise in
content analysis as a somewhat summary report of his
findings. He argues that for Bk xvii Diodorus used
Diyllus and Cleitarchus, the former traced in passages
where the style is sober, the detail full, the emphasis on
Greek affairs and the bias sympathetic to Alexander, the
latter reflected in the more sensational passages where
the bias is hostile to Alexander. Using these attributions
for Diodorus H. proceeds to argue thatjustin's account

•IUI I . . .\ . I11 I) • JII. .1 l.x

I '//iri'i M/j. I'/ (.'191,. 7 HI,.,
I I A I l\ INSI >N

((...) Lcs papyrus dc Zenon: I'horizoii d'un
greccii fegyptcaii Iff sioelt-avantJ.C;. Piel li.
Will. |ln mem. It. Reninndiiii.| (I )eue.ilii>n.) Paris:
Macula. 1983. Pp. 161, Ij] maps. It. So.

Every generation will rewrite history and Orrieux's
new study of the Zenon papers coincides with the
completion, or near-completion, of the publication of
this massive archive. Zenon was the Ciarian manager
from 256—248 B.c:. of the ilioilceics Apollonios' large
gift-estate from Ptolemy II at I^hiladelphia. anew tovvn
of the early Ptolemaic development area of'the Fayum.
In 1922, soon after the archive reached the major
international museums which house the papyri, Kos-
tovf/ert published A l,ir>;c ,•stole in l-lxyin in the thini
lenliny HA.. Using llie Zenon p.ipyn .is Ins li.ise, ilns w.is
a study 111 economic history. In 1947 Claire Preatix used
the saine_ material for her tietailed little stud)- of I.es
Crecs en Egypte d'apris les archioes de Znton. In analysing
the contents ofthe archive and in her use ofthe London
material she filled out the picture of Rostovtzeff,
providing asurvey ofthe different economic activities
and institutions mentioned mthe archive. She disctis.sed
Zenon spersonal life and career, the society of which he
was part, and life and religion as seen through his papers
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Now in the 1980s a powerful group ofscholars under
the guidance ofP. W. Pestman has produced the fine
volumes of P. Lugd. Bat. xx-xxi making the archive
more generally available, and O.'s general study may be
seen as marking both this new interest in the Zenon
papyri and some concerns of contemporary French
scliolarship.

In this study the archive is exploited for an essay in
colonial anthropology written for a general audience.
Zenon is portrayed as the representative ofa particular
'mentalite', as the immigrant Greek who is both
actively conscious ofhis origins, ofthe life ofthe polis
back home, and at the same time represents the
beginnings ofanew 'sociabilitc', the provincial society
ofsubstantial Greeks who settled 'en province' in the
Egyptian countryside. No longer is it possible to ignore
^SyP^ ^^tl the Egyptians, and throughout the suggestive
analysis of this study the demotic material of the archive
is used, and the world of the Egyptians shown as
affected by and affecting that ofthe immigrant Greeks.
Conflicts in the society were not simply those of
nationality but those ofeconomic groups with different
interests which might not divide along racial lines. O.'s
lively picture of this complex society is well docu
mented.

There are indeed many strengths to this book. The
argument is subtle, the style polished. Aware of the
ways in which the society functioned, the author places
bis protagonists in the wider context of both Egyptian
and Mediterranean politics. His extensive translation of
thedocuments vividly takes thereader intotheworld he
discusses. This Zenon is not the bourgeois manager of
Rostovtzeffbut arepresentative rather ofthe ever-adap
table Greek settlers who were to stay on in their new
home.

Having set the scene, like Preaux, O. plunges straight
into the economic (and especially monetary) problems
of the early Ptolemies. Little of this is controversial;
liquidity was surely a problem in the closed Ptolemaic
coinage system. On occasion one misses the detailed
discussion necessary to make the argument clear.
Generally the notes give a pointer but how forinstance
(32-3) is P.Mich. Zen. 3to be explained as itstands if, as
O. claims, there is no error in the text? Occasionally the
line between report and interpretation is not altogether
clear (cf. p. 120 on PSI502) but overall the touch is sure,
the picture convincing. The maps leave much to be
desired (Medinet Madi [Narmouthis] is wrongly identi
fied, Oxyrhynchos misspelt and the Small Lake (99) not
shown; Theadelphia is hidden in a fold). The Canopus
decree (79) dates from 238 B.C. and the Ionian and
Carian mercenaries were only moved on Memphis in
the sixth century b.c. (95). Mistranslations are rare but
strigils were in fact cheaper in Memphis than in
Alexandria (74)- The main problem however which
English readers will find with this study is its very
French flavour. Not only (understandably) is* the
bibliography almost exclusively French, but so are the
terms ofreference (e.g. 19 'orleaniste', 137 'en prov
ince ,and the terms ofthe analysis on pp. 135—6,147 8)
To be deterred however would be wrong not 'wright'
(120). It is worthwhile emulating Skeat (18) in 'une
obstination tout britannique' and persevering. This is a
stimulating and entertaining study.

„ Dorothy J. ThompsonGirton College, Cambridge

Allen (R. E.) The Attalid kingdom: a constitu
tional history. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1983.
Pp. xi+ 251, 2 maps. £20.00.

The strengths and weaknesses of this book are
summed up in its subtitle: 'aconstitutional history'. It is
careful, thorough and reliable, especially on the epi-
graphic material (though in the preface Allen curiously
passes over E. V. Hansen, The Attallds of Pergamon^
[1971]. which has the merit of including art and
archaeology). Unfortunately, the large amount of
untranslated Greek in his text will greatly reduce his
readership. The two maps, though clear, would also
have been more informative, especially to those who do
not know the terrain, had they included contours. An
additional regret is that the Clarendon Press took four
years to bring the book out. Other potential authors
will no doubt take note ofsuch delays in production.

After achapter on the sources, the book goes through
the history of the kingdom in three chapters, and
follows these with three further chapters, on the
Galatians, the royal cults, and the city of Pergamon.
There are also four appendices; the genealogy of the
Attahds, the Galatian war of Attalos I, Queen Stra-
tomke, and selected inscriptions (from outside Perga
mon). A. traces with great finesse the growth of the
kingdom from its initial control of the area round
Pergamon itself; the hegemony over cities further
ahcid, which were liable to pay tribute and to give
military support; and the acquisition ofnew territory
including four or five 'gift' cities, in 18S ii.c,, which wa.s
accompanied by an increase in royal control (the
appointment ofcivic officials, the minting ofroyal coins
by the 'gift' cities). The outlines ofthis story are familiar
and uncontroversial, but A. is helpful on numerous
jmints ofdetail, such as the foreign policy ofAttalos I,
the status of Teos and the terminology of tribute
payments.

The book is, however, weak in organisation The
meat is mainly in the three chapters on the kingdom
while the subsequent three chapters are insufficiently
integrated. The chapter on the kingdom after Apameia
IS oddly constructed, including a section on festivals of
Athena half of which pertains to the period before
Apameia, and a section on officials of the royal
administration which pertains to the whole period A
rather different organisation might haye been prefer
able: (i) sources, (2) dynastic history, including the
material on the Galatians and the expansion of the
knigdoni' (3) the city of Pergamon, including fcstiyals
of Athena, (4) royal administration, (5) the relation of
Greek cities to the kingdom, including ciyic ruler cults
This plan moves outward from the centre, ending with
the way that cities responded to the ruling power.

"There are also two more general weaknesses in the
book First, A. excludes consideration of the general
significance of some important aspects of Attalid
history His pages on the 'friends' ofthe king (n,-c1
conclude that the term was really an honorific fitle'with
no particular constitutional or administrative signifi
cance And yet, as Habicht showed {Vlerteljahrschrlft flir
Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschlchte xlv [1958] 1-16; cf. now
G. Herman, Talanta xii-xiii [1980-81] 103-49), such
people form^ the new ruling class of the Hellenistic
monarchies Or again, A. argues that the assumption of
the title of king by Attalos Iwas because of his victory
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SOME AMPHORAS FROM A HELLENISTIC WRECK

A wreck of the Hellenistic period was investigated for the Institute of Nautical
Archaeology by George Bass and liis associates in the bay of Serce Liman olT the
west coast of Turkey.^ The work started in 1978, in the intervals of clearing the
nearby spectacular cargo of lltli century after Christ glass vessels, which has been
reported in the Nolional Geographic magazine for June 1978.

From the Hellenistic wreck, the great majority of amphoras so far recovered,
large and small (see Figure 1), are in shape rather like Knidian jars of the 3rd century
B.C.: Figure 2 has on the left a jar from the wreck, and to the right an Early Knidian
amphora from the Agora Excavations in Athens that is datable by context to about
240 B.G.^ They resemble one another in their broad well-marked shoulders, simple
rim, and a knobbed toe tbat might develop into the familiar ringed toe of later
Knidian.^ The toes here are not exactly the same. A perhaps more noticeable
difference is in the handles, which in the Agora jar have long tops that descend slightly
from the upper attachments; they are also thinner than the handles of the Serce Liman

i 1; The wi-ock was pRrluilly cxcRVRlod under the supervision of C.omnl Pnlak as paid of the overall
Ser(;e Liman project directed by George Bass. For an early report, see Institute of Nautical .Archeology News
letter, V(d. 6, no. 4 (winter 1979-80i pp. 1-3; on p. 2 appears llie pliotograpli liy Don Frey which is Fig. 1 of Ihe
present article. 1 am grateful to Professor Bass fur permission to publish, wit,h the papers of the arnpliora
colloquium, a seleclion of the amphoras so far recovered from his Hellenistic wreck; a more complete report on
material from the site, by Bass and others, will sliortty lie presented elsewhere. 1 am obliged to Professor
Bass and .Mr. Pulak for information on tliese jars and |)liolograplis of them; also, for some further detail, to
Professor Carolyn G. Koelder; I have not seen anything from ttie wreck myself. Others whom 1 tliank here
for information and various facilitations for tliis article are Maria Petropoutakou, Andreas Dimoulinis,
P. M. W. Matlieson, M. B. Wallace, David Jordan, and various liiirarians of the .Vmerican School of Classical
Studies in .Athens. For rnucli time and consideration given to my concerns in Rliodes (cf. 10, 17, and 21-23
liere puhiisliecP, t am greatly indehted to tJr. 1. Papachristodouiou and to Madame .\ngeliki Yannikouri. To
Homer Tliompson t am grateful for permission to illustrate liere two amphoras and a stamped handle from tlie
.\merican Excavations of ttie .\tlienian .Agora, see 2, 12 and 24; and to l.lr. Doreya Said for permission for 6,
7 and 8, from the Benaki Collection, now in the Graeco-Roman Museum in .Alexandria, of which Dr. Said is
(feneral Director. Others are mentioned liclowv

To those used in tins Supplement, 1 add one more sliorl title for reference in tlie present article:
Gh,.\i:k 1985: V. H. Grack, "Tile Middle Stoa dated by ampliora stamps," Hesperia 5-1 i 1985i pp. 1-54.
i2i See catalogue at end of article for documentation, readings, etc., of ttie otijects ittiistrated. and

references to previous pntilicatiuns of ttiem.
(3) Cf. Graci-; 1979-2, fig. 64, and drawing on titte page. For a profile drawing at ca. 1:2, see J. Boi zek,

ed., .Anatolian Cnllerlion of Charles I'nirerslly (Kyme t] (19741 p. tlO, fig. 1.
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jars. Stamped Knidian handles datable before about 200 B.C. are broad and tbin,
and descend from their upper attachment.^

For these diflerences between the Serge Liman ampboras and the one from the
Agora, are they due merely to a difference in date ? We know Knidian shapes that
are later than that of the Agora jar shown here, but have not recognized earlier ones.
The clay of most of the jars from the wreck, however, has repeatedly been described
to me as pale or "light buff", not like typical Knidian.^ And, finally, a few of
these jars turned out to bear stamps of the socallcd Zenon Group.® See Figure 2,
3 and 4, of which 3 is the stamp on top of one of the handles of the amphora 1. Here
are two abbreviated names, Zyjv and OlJkz. Note the zeta made like a capital iota.
All the Zenon Group stamps so far recovered from the wreck have the same combina
tion of abbreviated names.

These jars give us for the first time a whole shape for ampboras of the Zenon
Group. We have thus up to now no shape-sequence into which to fit them. But
or dates, there is a lead in the stamps: some probably related stamp types are dated to

near 270 B.C. by discovery in the Ptolemaic camp at Koroni in Attica.' In Figure 2,
6, 7, and 8 are duplicates (from Alexandria) of the three Zenon Group stamps found
at loroni. Again these contain, each, two abbreviations: Zy) with Moct, Ztj with
anc 7) with O. As a group, one might guess that these three stamp types are a bit
a er than those in our wreck: they are more accomplished, and the abbreviations

are briefer, '
Another suggestion that the Serge Liman Hellenistic wreck is slightly earlier than

^le cany y Koroni lies in the shape of the single Thasian ampliora in tiie wreck, see
igure . , 11. I nfortunately we know of no whole Thasian jars dated by any of the
nee names on stamped Thasian handles found at Koroni (AY)p,aXxY)?, TSvaSyji; and

iptxiO!;), and in general have lacked Thasian ampboras datable to the first half
o le rc (entury (by modern dating). However, the amphora from the wreck (11)

(4) Cf. Grace 1!is5, p. 16 and pi, 2, no. 4.
(o) 1qiiole from obsi-rvalions by Comal Piilak, Uio excavalor, in a lelter lo mo of ll.V.8,3: "Of tho 18

stamped ampboras only 4fpossibly .5) had the framed N©[] slamp. The remaining were .Ml of Ihe

of Ihe of her T executed on ampboras having very dark brownish-red smooth clav while Ihe majoritv
unabrto r n rt h '̂̂ ing av,.ry lighl bulT colored gritiy clay." (He wa's
more of the -irnnl P® >O" all the material owing lo lack of lime for clearing all jars of concretion. few
ea:L:L!;:r: ;:rG "r -.ic,.. u„uer i., ah
a more creamy color " iT 'i '' "fKnidian ampboras, asseen ma slide, as"very pale,
only the Slamp is sho^n here"l^ ^

E.^n.E,umR icjst.iciw^ f'' especially those to Grace 1963. Cf. Grace-
i'7i E V\M)F > r • Iiov\p\ pi Hip (liilo '̂ivpn fo our 7 Ity presonco at Koroni.

of Altica," //e.s-DPr/rr-(i'̂ nQro^^ "Koroni: aPlolcniaic Camp on the East Coast
Grace 1063 p 310 'numhpr<5 '̂ stamped liandles of the Zenon Group from Koroni,
nf earlier Agora HelhuilMi den" ^"®"'i-'Pool, etc.). Sec Grace 1974 for revision

'"Sp
arrangement of lH lers'a"nd';nr'̂ H " ®''̂ '"P '̂ 'P'" '® " "''""1^ of one or more dies having Ihe same conlenl and

c,.„ ,. O' ^'ces, I.e. the same mlrinseiile reading..RACE .) .1, p. 319^ f,,,.,, gj. Thasian ilems nl Koroni.
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Amplioras lifted from tlie Ilettenislic wreclv at Serce Liman.
see footnote 1.

Xote two sizes. PlioLo Don Frey,
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f-v ••

KnifH-in 1 "1 tlio Zonon Group from l.lu; wreck, and ils stamp (3), compared witli Earlv
wilh f ""ip'iora al the Allicriian Agoru (2, 5); Zcnon Group stamps from the wreck (3, 4) comparcflu.lh types present at Koroni (6, 7, 8). 1:10 Ijars; and 1:1 (stamps). (3 is slightly oversize.)

and fidl related to tliose datable after nrca 240 B.C., like 12 willi its wide neek
S dtlrtiv-rr','"" ^°'l- •«* P"-ihly 'till yi l, c-nlurj jurs « 10. withu swung handles and elegant bntiy. 10 was found in a tomb on

19801

i

10

.SOME AMPHORAS FROM A HELLENISTIC WRECK

13

l'"lg. 3. — Thasian stamped amphora from the wreck (11, 14) compared with earlier (10, 13; and later (12, 15)
stamped Thasian jars. 1:10 (jars) and 1:1 ^stamps).

11

ADO

12

Chalke off Idhodes, which had also line ware of the 4th century B.C.^ 12 comes from
an y\gora deposit somewhat later than Thompson's flellenistic Group B, and now
downdated with Group B to the second half of the 3rd century B.C. For detail, see

(11 The line ware in Tomb 7 (see Ualalogue below, under 10 al one lime suggested a dale in the first
half of Ihe 41h cenlury B.C.., where however we cannot [dace 10, because we know the Thasian shape of that
period ami it is dilTenml. See Grace lllutl. pi. (10, 1-1, noling Ihc toes of 2 and 3 in a separale photograph
very dilTerenl from those of our 10 and 11 , for the small-size Thasian jars of ca. 390-310 B.C.: on these ampho-

ras, see ihid. pfi. 123-121, note S; all four have, stamps id' Ihe earlier, Iwo-iiame. kind. .\ full-size ibul incom-
plele •amphora rescmbliug 10 was found in Tomb 9 of the same cemetery in Chalke. See Bov 1957, p. 22. where
these jars from I'ombs 7 and 9 are shown side by siile dig. (1, nos. l and 5'; Ihey are examples of Bon amphora
Type II. The stamp of 1he jar from I'omb 9 names .-VoTOx-pd-rr,; Bon I<157, p. 152, no. 150,, and lunate sigmas
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catalogue below. Later Thasian shapes show a continuation of the trend illustrated
hy 12; the body stays full to the toe, hut narrows and lengthens, and the vertical part
of the handles comes closer to the neck (since they attach below to a narrower body).
See the latest well-dated Thasian amphora we know, from a deposit dated close to
200 B.C. hy the accompanying Rhodian amphoras, the Villanova deposit in Rhodes;
the stamp on the Thasian amphora names

The identification of the stamp (14) on the amphora 11 adds to the potential
usefulness of the group of finds from this wreck. Single names stamped on Thasian
amphoras after about 340 B.C. are now seen to he those of annually appointed officials,
per iaps controllers of production. The name of a potteror manufacturer no longer,

m years, appears in the stamp, hut the individual production center is1 entitled hy the device (in 14, an oar) assigned to that pottery works for that year,
amps used in different potteries in Thasos in the same year will show different

evices hut the same name, and the same arrangement of name, device and ethnic
("aauov). In 14, the ethnic is above the device, while the name, inverted, is below
le e\ice, see the reading in the catalogue below, since our example is much worn,
c lange m arrangement ofthe elements of the stamp apparently indicates a different

erm in o ice, sometimes certainly identifying for us a different person, a homonym.
e o\\e our understanding of the stamps on Thasian amphoras of this period to the

investigations hy Y. Garlan in anumber of ancient potteries on Thasos." The system
0 s amping in Rhodes, for instance, was cjuile different: there the organization seems
0 ia-\ e een in the hands of the manufacturers (perhaps licensed ?), who issued year
3y y^f'C or more often, pairs of stamps naming successive dating names (and months,

er a ou ._40 B.C.) as well as their own names, often in a continuing style, e.g.
device, like those of AajxoxpaTT)?, 'ApioToxXryp, and

name ITuOlwv, to he restored in 14, is that of a number of homonyms among
^ icials. Nine different stamp styles with tiie name have been sorted

thf. numbered ma tentative sequence.Our stamp 14 belongs to OuOtcov Vofequtnce. uOhov III and RuGtcov IV are dated hy context before perhaps

See Df.i"do''i.Ti979 p''287 "ot lo be found in Thasian stamps before at least .100 B.C.
(Note however that b-UTe'a =ir!' . ' . I'lnate sigmas in Thasian stamps are riglitly dated liere.
before ^tlO B.c', there are ma. i'7 conrined, as the author seems to suggest, to the period
Thasian ampt.ora from the Vihanova d n "'"np naming XaipiTrTrlS'̂ ? on the

(lOi \ Ma- see belowWitt, footnote 10.)
The jar, noVdbyt'l" see p"3rf (1921-lO-",. [1924] p. 40 [262], f,g. 7.
S. S. Wkineero ed T/.e corner. Cf. also V. R. flRAcE, "The Canaande .Jar,"
graphs of the same Thasian Studies Presented to Hetty ftoldn.an M956^ pt. XI, photo-of the stamp (p 41o no 1699 ' C"''f 967 diustrates the jar p. 22, tig. 6, no. 6; and a duplieate

(11) Garlan 'i979 and yup™,'V •'''""mn.AKo,: 197tt, pp. 294-295.
(12) f.rRACE 19X5, pp Q-I fl In (..-n
(13) See nEuipouR 1979 o •, . eontinued in a family,

hering from my archives see ti'is'nm ^C'les are described; the author has adopteil the num-
since a xepapocpy-rc is a master nolfo'̂ i.' ^7.^ 'vservations, see tiis note 54a. 1would now omit IloOtcov 1,
Ivy Leaf group,' cf. l.Emp.n.R 1979 ' o.k. study further IloOitov 11. On the
Demclrids I (1976) p. 129, under no iVf V, Milo.kuu and I). Tueociiauis,
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285 B.C." riuOtcov VII is placed hy the shape of a whole jar hearing one of his
stamps,the shape falling between our 12 and the amphora naming XatptTtTttST).;
dating in the early 2nd century, sec above, text with notes 10 and 11. The
amphora 11, hy its stamp naming OuOtcov V, gives us hy its shape perhaps the first
good evidence for the date of RuGtcov V.

The Zenon Group of stamps has been associated tentatively with Zenon of Kaunos,
Zenon of the Large Estate in Egypt. This was chiefly because of the number of
handles with stamps of the two-name Zenon Group found in the Ptolemaic camp
at Koroni (see above, text with note 7), while most of the others we know have been
found in Egypt itself. A few of the Knidian-shaped amphoras from the wreck hear
an apparently Egyptian stamp, thus further favoring an attribution of the lot to an
Egyptian provenance. See 18,19, and 20 in Figure 4, three stamps that are about the
same, all rather dim. 19 is the stamp on the amphora 16 from the wreck, 18 is on ano
ther jar from the same source, both jars closely similar in shape to the Zenon Group
amphora, our 1 above, and to nearly all the amphoras as yet raised from the wreck,
stamped and (mostly) unstamped. 20 however is on 17, a jar of quite a different
shape, not from the wreck, hut found in Rhodes. In the stamps 18-20 one can make
out, inside a freehand frame, Greek letters: a nu, a phi, and space for a third letter
after these. What Greek word begins with nu phi ? But taking it as a Ptolemaic
transliteration of a common Egyptian adjective, we reach nfr which means good, all
kinds of good. Further, this word is known to have been used hy the Egyptians (of
the Mycenaean period) for ranking wine: nfr, good (wine) and nfr nfr, excellent (wine).i®
It seems the kind of Egyptian word to have been familiar to Egyptian Greeks.

We can find fair parallels for the shape of 17 (Figure 4), which does not match 16
although their stamps are similar: see 21 and 22 in Figure 5, two amphoras also found
in Rhodes. Each is stamped on one handle with an abbreviation in two letters. The

(14) Examples arc I'nimd in .Vfioi-a Deposit O lU: 1, cf, Garlan 1979, p, 249: of IluOicov 111, SS 11525,
SS 13222 (like C.ANAnACHE 1957, p. 62, no, 69); of tloOtcov IV, SS 11488 (like Bon 1957, no, 1447', SS 11494 qike
Bon 1957, no, 1485), SS 11526 (like Bon 1957, no. 1468), The slamp 14 was i.lentined by Dlmoulinis.

(15) Grace 1934, p, 202, fig, 1, 4; cf. lexl, p, 304, where a photograph of the stamp is shown,
'16) For nfr meaning various kinds of good, see R, O. Faulkner, .4 Concise Diclioncirij of Middle Egyptian,

1962 (reprinted 1972) pp, 131-132, On the use of nfr by the Egyptians of the Mycenaean period for ranking
wine, see P, V. Stanley, "K.N Uc 160 and Mycenaean Wines," .1./.4 86 (1982, p, 578, and cf. L, H, Lesko,
King TuVs Wine Cellar, 1977, p. 27. I am much obliged lo Dr. Stanley for sending me copies of these texts.
See also \V, C, Haves, "Inscriptions from ttie Palace of .Vmenhotep III," Journal of Near Eastern Sliidies 10
(1951) especially pp. 88-90: "The superior vintages, imported into the Ttiebaid often from considerable distances,
are iisnally accompanied by llieir dates and tiy Itie names of the districts from which t liey came, the taller serving
also, as with onr modern vintages, lo identify the type of wine in (pieslion." (p. 88) "In twelve cases the wine
is descritied as 'good' )nfr) and in twenty instances 'very good' (nfr-nfr), these notations of qnalitv or grade
tjeiiiL' applied for t lie most part to ot tierwise unidentified vintages... or to wines donated by private individuals..."
pp. 89-90!. I am greatly oldiged for ttiis information ,and much morei lo Professor S, .\. Immerwahr and

to Ms, Drly Gotdwasser of Jerusalem, whose report was received tiy courtesy of Professor Jack Sasson of
itie University of North Carolina,

Tlie kind of frame that surrounds 18, 19, and 20 identifies a few more stamp types as protiably related
lo them. Most examples 1 have seen are in tlie Benaki Cottection, now in tlie Museum in .Alexandria, We

have, however, at ttie .Athenian .Agora two examples of a similarly framed type that reads, retrograde, N.-VR:
S.8 897 and SS 111354 Ino useful context 5 If this is stiorl for vax opo;), possibly the contents are identified as a
tittle'.' On mifkoros) in ampliora stamps in Cyprus, see Grace 1979-t, p. 186, under 9li, where an aeknow-
tedgnienl to Jotin McK, Camp for ttie suggested restoration is regret tatily" oniilted.
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Stamped Ptolemaic (?j jar from the wreck (16, 19; 18 is from anotlicr similar jar from the wreck)
with a later Ptolemaic (?) jar with similar stamp 17, 20, in tthodes). I:t0 ijarsj and t;l (stam[)s..

fragmentary similar (Ptolemaic ?) jar (25; a side viewo le ragment is not illustrated) read sigma omega, ;m abbreviation ctipable of many
res orations, but one notes in the Zenon archive a SwaTpaTo;; closely associated witli

enon s a airs. The stamp of 22 (see 26) reads epsilon tau, which is the beginning
o \ery ew Greek names, but prominent in the Zenon archive is a certain nomttrch

TEKp^o?, jrother of Zenon's SoWrpaToi; iind himself closely involved with Zenon.

son of Tf-1' K 'ej//le Zrno/I .Irc/i/ec, t9»l, p. .328, listing of papyros references to'ETEapyoc:.
™ "'ml of l.coo-rpaToc:, 'EXsvetoq ["an .Alexandrian demolic" see ibid., p. 4831

Zenon as evidenee°H relalions of these jiersons with each other and with
li.c. 'lf)22 renrinifri'" " '̂'̂ rnssed mtHosl civf/.eff's AI.iirr/e Eslale in Efiiipl in the Third Cr.niiirij
the nomarch "ocndimr interest. See p. 188 of its index, 11entries for l-tlearchos

.SO.ME .AMPHOR.VS irROM .A HEt.LI'tNtSTI C WRECK 559

t'"ig. 5. — Mid 3rd century B.C. stamped IHotemaic ,"?) amphoras :21, 22; cf. 17) compared with contemporary
Rhodian (23); associated stamps. .Alt in Rhodes save 24. 1:10 jars and t:t (stamps).

Let us see where these various bits of inforimition fit into what we know of the
life of Zenon. Born in Katinos in Garia at about the lieginning of the 3rd century
B.C., he moved fairly early to Lgypt. But the part of his life that is (dosely covered
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by the papyros archive, when he had his headquarters in Philadelphia in the Fayum,
does not begin until about 259 B.C. This is too late for the stamps at Koroni (cf.
our 6-8), and, as we think, so much more too late for our wreck. What about the
pleasant possibility that 21 and 22, and presumably also 17 which much resembles
them, are actual products of Zenon's associates known to us through the papyri
preserving Zenon's correspondence ? There is some support in the apparent date
of the amphora shape; the container endorsed by Et(earchos) was found with a group
of Rhodian amphoras of probably about the middle of the 3rd century B.G.^® The
closeness of the stamp 20 to some on amphoras from the wreck (cf. 18 and 19), whereas
the jar shapes 16and 17are sodifferent from one another (and one guesses they may be
a quarter of a century apart), this makes a problem. I can only point out that the
message of the stamp seems to have been one which had served well enough for marking
wine jars in Egypt a thousand years before the days of Zenon, and perhaps it did not
require constant renewal.

In Figure 5 I have added a Rhodian amphora (23) of roughly the same date as the
jars tentatively attributed to Zenon's associates, 17, 21 and 22. The shape of 23
is one of two main shapes still in use in Rhodes in the mid 3rd century, this one about
to vanish, while the other is the predecessor of the developed Rhodian shape which
continues through the late 3rd, 2nd, and early 1st centuries B.C., with its rolled rim
and plain peg toe. See the shapes at an earlier stage as found at Koroni, the ampho
ras there now dated ca. 270 B.C. 23 is a later development of Koroni no. 5, with
longer neck and handles and a more defined toe.^® Compared with the EgyjDtian (?)
17, 21, and 22, the Rhodian 23 is more regularly made, and the handles have a lift
from the upper attachment which those of the Zenon group (?) no longer have.
Further studies are indicated of 3rd century Rhodian and Knidian amphoras in
comparison with the shapes used as we think by Zenon and his associates. Such
studies need help from analyses of the clay used in the various series. To the naked
eye, the clay of Rhodian jars that already in the first half of the 3rd century B.C. have
Me rolled rim of later times (though fatter), this clay is closest to that of the later
Rlodian. So far as I know, there has been no systematic testing of clays to distin
guish between the various kinds of stamped early Rhodian. For a control of the
provenance of Zenon stamps like those at Koroni, cf. our 6, 7 and 8, one test at least
^as een made, by Ian \\ hitbread of the University of Southampton, Department of

Formal publication isyet to be made, but he permits me to report that
e c ay of our 9, from Alexandria, contains volcanic inclusions. This would

apparent y permit Egypt as a possible provenance, since volcanic outcroppings do
exist there.20 i t o

is* Srccalalogue balow, iindar22.

proMlo (Iriw''"'"' si>e foolnolo 7above) pi. 19, 5:pboloffrapli ; (Irack 1963, p. 323, Hfr. l,.blu . la Ibis figure Ibat nos. "2, 3, and 4 all name Ibc same Rhodian eponym, and sodisplay
19" 1 U 91 Rhodian shapes of Ihe material al Koroni, now daled ca. 270 B.C.. (see Grach

/ i" " '•""''d-rim Rhodian al a laler stage, abonl conlemporarv with our 23: on lliis no. 6, seel.atalogne l.elow under 25, from 1he same bnildlng lot in Rhodes.

handles I lUnl-'y '̂"'lyses, 11 may be said thai ilesci'iptive noles i;xisl on many amphora
sninresl a el-i ' "i"" ''""I"''''"ipsof 1he kind wil h Iwo abbrevial ed names fcf. 3. 4, 6-9 , and Rial lliese nolessngMSl a Clay snrnlar lo thai of e.g. 22 and 24. Altlunmh Rgyplian -as t am gnessingy this elay would

1986]

For Bass's wreck, we are guessing, then, a date of somewhere about 280-275 B.C.,
when Zenon was young, more or less at the beginning of his career, but no doubt
already active. So much is to be learned from further investigation of this wreck,
it is certainly to be hoped that it will be completely excavated, so that coins and
other small finds can confirm, or correct, the date suggested.

Virginia R. Grace.
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presumably come from a differenl bod from thai of another Egyptian series, the Petos Group, cf.Grace-
Empebeur 1981. comparative study might usefully be made between the Pelos clay and that of the darker
amphoras from the Hellenistic wreck, those with the Egyptian (?) stamps, see footnote 5. Note that the rim
and handleprofdes illuslrated in llie photographs Grace-Empereur 1981, pi.LXI, hgs.21 and22 (withstamps
of Heriousand Petos) show a likeness lo rim and handles of Ihe lypical amphora from the wreck, see Fig. 2, 1,
and Fig. 4, 16.

Catalogue of illustrated items

.Numbers in boldfaced type, liere and in the Figures and in the text, are those of items in
this catalogue, all of which are illustrated (Figures 2-5). Photographs of amphoras from
Bass's Hellenistic wreck, also all descriptive information on these jars (measurements, etc.),
come from Professor Bass or Ills associate Cema! l^ulnk; see footnote 1. On two capacity
figures, M. B. Wallace has given me the following statement: "The capacity of the jars no. 21
and no. 23 were taken as described in P. M. W. V.atheson and .V. B. Wallace, "Some Rhodian
Amphora Capacities," Hesperia 51 (1982) pp. 293-320, Appendix 3 (pouring in cupfuls of
polystyrene beads, and counting each cupful as equivalent to 525 ml.)."

1. From Bass's Hellenistic wreck in Serge Liman, HWA 3. See footnote 1. Whole

jar, intact. Ht., 0.752; greatest diameter, 0.434. Stamped on one handle, see 3:

.\bout 23 other amphoras from the wreck have so far been found bearing this stamp, including
HWA 2, see 4. Other examples of the stamp known to me are one from Rhodes, now in the
British .Museum (publislied IG XH, 1, no. 1306, 2; a rubbing is on file at the Agora Excava
tions); and one in the .Musee Greco-Romain in .Vlexandria (VG photo number 362.22).

Qtiier amplioras from the wreck published here: Fig. 4, 16 (similar to 1) and Fhg. 3, 11
(4'hasian); cf. also Fig. I.

2. Excavations of the Athenian .Ngora, SS 371, from Thompson's Flellenistic Group B,
now dated (end date) ca. 240 B.C., see Grace 1974, p. 198, note 19, and cf. S. I. Rotroff,
The Athenian Agora XXII, Hellenistic Potterg: Athenian and Imported Motdmade Bowls
(1982) p. 108. Previous publication, Graci-: 1934, p. 202, fig. 1, no. 6, and see text, pp. 204-
205 and p. 304; note the handle to the right in the photograph is a restoration. Cited as
from the group by Thompson, see Hesperia 3 (1934) p. 332. Cf. also Grace 1979-2, fig. 64,
jar furthest left; and Grace I96:1, p. 325, note 13. Ht., 0.79; greatest diameter, 0.414:
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capacity (wheat), 39,700 cc. Stamped on preserved handle with a circular stamp containing
a monogram (?), see 5. v o

3. Stamp of 1, which see.

4. Stamp of HWA 2 from the wreck. See on1.

5. Stamp of 2, whmh see. Previous publication of the stamp, Grace 19.34, p. 28t),
P- stamp alone would not be recognized as Knidian, but identifica-ion ot the amphora shape depended, and depend.^ on the resemblance of the shape to those

a er amp oras bearing known Knidian stamps. Asecond example of this stamp type has
not been found. ^ j i

6. Alexandria, Benaki Collection, Z ABC 93, handle stamped Of this stamp
type, 8or more examples from Alexandria; 1probably from Athens (A. Du.mont, Inscripliom
piamnyues c/e Gvece [1870] p. 322, no. 160, probably the same object as ZEM 14 found by us

fo ^ *useum. Athens); and 3from Koroni (cf. footnote 7above), Hesperia 31 (1962)
0001610^1" Tk Another type exists with the same
lite qtn f t)ut reading retrograde: ZABC 85 (unpublished), the shape ofthe stamp IS that of our 25 (Fig. 5).

see National Mu.seum collection of items in Dumont's publication,»ee hfRACE-PETROPOULAKOU 1970, p. 323.

7. Alexandria, Benaki Collection, ZABC 99, handle stamped in beaded circle divi-

1 """ore examples from .Vlexandria; 1 from .Xaukratis {AJA 86
Museum)- ofmm the'Tl/^ F '̂io'ies {IG XII, I. no. 1393, now in the British
is deposit H6: 4)- .,nr^^^ ''' Provenance
113andll4.pl b/ ~ ^31(1962) pp. 51, 52, nos.

8. Alexandria, Benaki Collection, ZABC 105, handle stamped , , At least
i) more cvn^iTilo - \i 1 • liorizontal.

pi. 19; iM. no. n9i,;t™; ™;iL"tclje'"'" ^ =®' "»• "«•
9. 1rom Alexandria. British .Museum 1848. 7-31.322. handle stamped beaded

''c;l;'fir;t"'be oi^frSmp,by permi.s.Mon of the Trusteerof\"h7Br.BsrML^un;.

pl. ''VhldesM ' p-"™ P' illustrated in
uo.4(amVa.io^;^pe n .T h.?";."' 19^7. p. 22, lig. 6,ped on one handle. ,,en a^r-i n Ai'""' ' ^ ^pem.Hgram (13), no letters. See footnote 9.

footnote 1. Good part otborT''''̂ Liman, Thasian amphora, HWA 9. Seepart of body mi.ssmg (unphotographed side). Ht., 075; g;eatest diamete,
0-347. Stamped on one handle (see 141- ,- ..eel4). oar i^lamp of IluOloiv V. .see above, text with
notes 13 and 14 For na....ii.i p ,, (inv.)paiallels for the .stamp, see under 14.
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12. Excavations of the Athenian Agora, SS 8932, Thasian amphora from deposit N 21: 4,
lower fill, a fill now dated ""third and early fourth quarters of 3rd century", see Rotroff, op. oil.
under 2 above, p. 105. Repaired and restored; note handle on the left is a restoration.
Previous publications: Grace 1949, p. 186 and pl. 19, 6 (dated too early); Box 1957, p. 20.
lig. 4, no. 4 (amphora, Bon Type 111); Grace 1979-2, fig. 52, right end. Ht., 0.74; greatest

Aii(7ZP«(v)
diameler, 0.318; capacily, 20,875 cc. Stamped on preserved handle (see 15): sprinkler

©aalcov

13. Stamp on 10,, which see. Pre\ious publication, Bon 1957, p. 49"2, no. 2145. I
know of no duplicate of this stamp. A pentagram as device appears in Thasian stamps that
name officials perhaps all datable ca. 340-300 B.C.: cf. for instance Bon 1957 nos. 791, 838,
970, 97"2-3 and 1396, which all have names to be found in Garlan's list for that period to be
found in the present volume.

14. Stamp on 11, which see. Pre^-ious publication of the stamp type (not in Bon 1957):
BCII 82 (1958) p. 400 and lig. 11 on p. 402. no. 97 (Thasos 21"24). Two more examples of
the stamp, both from Thasos: Th. 3967, 4387.

15. Stamp of 12, which see. Previous publication: Box 1957, p. 94, no. 146 (context
dated too early); Grace 1979-2, lig. 55. Single example known to me of this stamp type.

16. From Bass's Hellenistic Nvreck at Serge Liman, HW.\ 4. See footnote 1. M'hole
jar. intact. HL, 0.754; grealest diameler, 0.438. Stampedon onehandle with an incomplete
impression (19) of an Egyptian (".') stamp in Greek letters inscribed within a freehand frame"
cf. 18 and 20. and see above text with footnote 16.

Compare the amphora shape with thai of 1 (Fig. 2).

17. From the city of Rhodes, apparently from the Baltsis lot in 1963, amphora, now-
repaired, Rhodes Museum 491 (MS 464). On excavations in the Baltsis and Kakou lots in
1963, see Professor K. Ch. Phatourou's report, ArchDell 19 (1964) respectively pp. 472 and 4(i2.
1 am obliged to Professor Phatourou for permission to publish 17 with its stamp 20, and 23
with its stamps 27 and 28. lit. of 17, 0.795; greatest diameter, 0.393. Good part of body
missing on one side, and of neck on the other side. Stamp on one handle, see 20: N<I)[ ].
two letters and space for a third, within a freehand frame. Apparently the Egyptian word
n/'r —""good"—in Greek letters: see ]i. 557 above, with footnote 16.

18. From Bass's Hellenistic wreck at Serge Liman, stamp on the handle of HWA 5
a whole amphora (not shown) in shape like 1 and 16. Read N0[ ] within a freehand frame.
See on 17. See also footnote 5, on the clay.

19. Stamp on handle of 16, which see.

20. Stamp on the handle of 17, which see.

21. From the cityof Rhodes, near the Girls' High S(-hool, outside the city w-alls; provisio
nal number, ME 161. Found in 1952 by G. Dontas, then Epimelete under the Ephor
1. Kondis. Recorded in 1956 by M. Savvatianou (now" .Mrs. Petropoulakou), by permission
of the Ephor and by reipiest of Mr. Dontas. Published here with the kind permission of
Dr. Dontas, subject to agreement of ,J.-Y. Empereur, who has courteously ceded a prior
permission. Repaired, jiarts of rim missing. lit., ca. 0.78; greatest diameter, 0.37; capacity
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24,640 cc. (1979, polystyrene beads). Stamped on one handle: 20, possibly for 2d)(CTTpaTo<;).
See 24, perhaps from the same die (by comparison of rubbings—no photograph is available
of thestamp of 21). Below unstamped handle of 21, dipinto alpha. See above, footnote 17,
on the name.

22. From the city of Rhodes, Pipinou lot, 1968, amphora Rhodes Museum A 674
(MS 540). See ArchDell 24 (1969) [1970] p. 457, mention of a group of aniphoras found
together, in the report (pp. 451-485) on the Dodekanese in 1968 by G. Konstantinopoulos,
by whose generosity 22 is published here, and the accompanying Rhodian aniphoras mentioned,
see below. Ht. of 22, 0.805; greatest diameter, 0.367. Red clay, fine dark bits, some mica;
remains of light-colored surface coat. Stamped on one handle (see 26): ET, perhaps for
'ET(eapxo(;), see above, p. 558 with footnote 17.

Rhodian aniphoras from the Pipinou lot, apparently from the same deposit as 22, have
the following dating names in their stamps: 'Apiavdcva^ (1st), Eb[6So]Top (?), 'ETriyappiop,

oXuhX7)i;, Tip.oxXvi(; (1st), and TipiocjTpaTOi;. Month names never appear with Lliese epo-
nyms, and 1believe them to date somewhere about the middle of the 3rd century B.C. Pro
visional numbers of these amphoras are MS 504, 539, 541, 543-545, 547. Aote that this
deposit is distinct from the earlier one reported on Konstantinopoulos's (op. cil.) p. 459, as
containing two redfigure bell kraters; on this earlier deposit cf. also Grace 1971, p. 84,
Addendum.

ni Ei.(joSoto<; for looboTop, cf. Nilsson 1909, p. 146, instances of epsilon iota for iota inRhodian stamps.

fMy rf" Rhodes. Kakou lot, 1963, Rhodian amphora, Riiodes Museum .V 419
n'-qc' " exca\ations in the Kakou lot in 1963, see above under 17. Repaired. Ht.,•/ , greatest diameter, 0.357; capacity, 27,535 cc. (1979. polystyrene beads). Adilferenl
stamp on each handle (see 27 and 28):

a) Eto 'Ap£ b) Ay)(j.7)
raxXEup vpiou

rji terni of Ap£TaxXv)p fell before ca. 240 B.C. when months began to be named onan amp oras (.see Grace 1974, p. 197), but not long before, according to name connec-

Wldle ofhpr" noTafxoxXTip (Rhodes Museum A409, MS 598) names 'ApsvocxXTip,distinctive eponym types of noTap.oxXr,p name EuxXt^p (2nd),
('rxcf f who are datable soon afler months are first named. Cf.
the sner-ial si-iU f n •' ^ pair of lIoTap.oxXrjp with EuxX-^p, showing
rectangle ^ ® the legend around four sides of anearly square
The mme^in '̂il^^w evidence available for dating t,he fabricant A-ziu-cTpioc.
on forms wilh forin is uncommon in Rhodian stamps. Cf. ATlsson 1909, p. 145
Perhaps this fabrilVwTltXt."' exceptional.'

stamped ^mnhomT' 'P"®'rated.) Excavations of the Athenian Agora, SS 9070
h(::r.„i7no ™ w',]f"pp" p"p
0.03. Red clay o-ravish al c ^ '̂ekness of handle at position of stamp, 0.045 by
stamped, on '̂̂ P
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Perhaps from same die as 21, M'hich see. Numerous examples known from various dies,
many from Alexandria. Cf. 25.

25. (The stamp only is illustrated.) From the city of Rhodes, Papademetriou lot, 1957,
accession no. BE 1349 (MS 311). On the excavations, withmention ofthe group ofamphoras
found, see I. Kondis, PraldArcliEl for 1957 [1962] pp. 129-130. The date given there for
the amphoras is by the unrevised early Hellenistic chronology (cf. Grace 1974 for revisions,
now generally accepted). The group would non- be dated somewhere about the middle of the
3rd century B.C., i.e. about like the later of the two Pipinou groups, see under 22 above. For
a published Rhodian amphora from the Papademetriou group, see Grace 1963, p. 323, fig. 1,
no. 6, and cf. text, p. 333: amphora of Swva? dated in the termof AuoavSpo?. In this fig. 1.
one sees the position in the shape sequence of 6, between 4, period of Koroni, and 7, at the end
date of Thompson's Group B, ca. 240 B.C. Of 25, top half of jar is preserved, ht. of frao--
ment 0.29, much resembling the top half of 21 : mushroom rim, handles that drop a little from
their upper attachments and are of uneven height. Clay brownish, fairly dark, with smears
of cream yellow slip. Between the lower handle attachments, red dipinto iota; note that 21
also has a dipinto. Stomped on one handle: EQ possibly for Ecojo-rpaToi;), see on 21. A
handle bearing the same stamp as 25 (i.e. apparently from the same die) has been found in
Samos: Heraion I 943. (Mentioned by permission of Dr. G. Johrens, who is preparino- a
publication of these stamps.)

26. Stamp of 22, which see. Suggested restored reading, 'ETjeapxo?), see above, p. 558
with footnote 17. No other example of this stamp is known to me.

27. Eponym stampof23, which see. Ahandle stamped with the same reading, hut from
a ditTerent die, is in theBenaki collection, Alexandria. See also Nilsson 1909, p. 375, no. 70 3

28. Fabricant stamp of 23, which see. No other Rhodian stamp known to me with this
reading. The name appears in a circular type on a Rhodian handle of about the same period
(Alexandria, Benaki collection; unpublished); also in a circular type with rose as device on a
handle of Rhodian shape but non-Rhodian clay. Agora Excavations SS 12034, datable
ca. 185 B.C. (Middle Stoa construction 1111, cf. Grace 1985). On these imitation Rhodian,
see Grace-Petroroulakou 1970, p. 308 under E 20. 1 know of one more apparentlv
Rhodian stamp type with the name A7]p,-/jTpto?: the name is accompanied by three asterisks
and a thyrsos; examples have been found in Rhodes and inAlexandria (unpublished).

1 am informed by Mrs. Petropoulakou that the name AYjpiYiTptoi; is common in stamps
of Kos. She also calls my attention to a stamp type on characteristic handles of the Parme-
niskos Group with exactly the same reading as 28. The name should be added to the list
of this group, Grace 1956, p. 168.
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VlNOGHADOV 1972

Will 1982

Zbest 1960

Z. SzTETYLLO,« Timbros amphoriques greos des fouilles polonaises k Alexandrie
(1962-1972) », Etudes el iravaux VIII, (1975) p. 159-235.
Z. SzTBTYLLO, Les Umbrcs ciramiques (1965-1975), Nea Paphos I, (1976).
Ju. G. VlNOGHADOV, «Les timbres cfiramiques de I'lle de Thasos • (en ruase),
NE 10 (1972) p. 3-63.
E. L. Will, e Greco-Italic Amphoras », Hesperia 51 (1982) p. 338-356.
I. B. Zeest, L'emballage ciramique da Bosphore (en russe), MIA 83 (1960).

n. Fdriodiqnes

Ne flguront dans la liste d'abrSvlations cl-dessous quo lea pfiriodiques n'apparalssant ni dans les abrfiviations
habiluelles du BCH, ni, 5 dCfaut, dans I'Annde Pliilologique.

AIB : Areheologija i islorija Bospora.
Arcbiologie el histoire du Bosphore.

AMA : AniKnyj Mir i Areheologija.
Monde antique el archiologie.

BISPAPI : BJallelen' Imperatorskoj Sankl-Pelerburgskoj Akademii Nauk.
Bultelin de I'Acadimie impiriale des Sciences de Sainl-Pilersbourg.

BMNV : Izveslija na narodnija MuzeJ-Varna.
Bulletin du Music National de Varna.

BSAV : Izveslija na Varnenskolo archeologiiesko Druleslvo.
Bulletin de la Sociili archiologique de Varna.

lAIi : Izveslija Imperatorskoj Archeologiieskoj Komtssii.
Bultelin d'information de la commission impiriale d'archiologie.

lANG SSB : Izveslija Akademii Nauk Gruzinskoj SSB.
Bulletin d'informalion de VAcadimie des sciences de la B.S.S. de Giorgie.

lANT SSB : Izveslija Akademii Nauk Turkmenskoj SSB.
Bulletin d'informalion de 1'Acadimie des sciences de la B.S.S. du Turkminislan.

IGAIMK : Izveslija Gosudarslvennoj Akademii Islnrii Malerial'noj Kuilurg.
Bulletin d'informalion de 1'Acadimie d'Elnl de I'bisloire de la culture malirielle.

IIBN : Izveslija Isloriko-fllologiieskogo Inslilula Knjazja Bezborodko v Neiine.
Bulletin d'informalion de I'lnstilul hislorico-philologique du prince Bezborodko d Neiin

ITOIAE : Izveslija Tavriieskogo Otdelenija Islorii, Archeologii i Elnografii.
Bulletin d'informalion du deparlemenl d'histoire, d'archiologie el d'ethnographic de Tauride.

ITUAK : Izveslija Tavriieskoj Uijonoj Archivnoj Komissii.
Bulletin d'informalion de la commission scienliflque des archives de Tauride.

KSIIMK : liralkie SoobSdeniJa Inslilula Islorii Malerial'noj Kul'lurg.
Brives communications de I'lnstilul de Thistoire de la culture malirielle.

MASP : Malerialy po Archeologii Severnogo Priiernomor'ja.
Maliriaux archiologlques du Nord de la mer Noire.

MIA : Malerialg i Issledovanija po Archeologii S8.SB.
Maliriaux el rechercbes archiologiques de I'UBSS.

OAK : OUjol Imperatorskoj Archeologiieskoj Komissii.
Bapporl de la commission impiriale d'archiologie.

SA : Sovelskaja Areheologija.
Archiologie soviilique.

Tr. GIM : Trudg Gosudarstvennogo Isloriieskogo Muzeja.
Travaux du Musie hislorlquc d'Elat.

UZMGU : Uijonge Moskovskogo Gosudarstvennogo Universilela.
Alimoires do T Uniucrsiti d'Elal de Moscou.

VZMGPI : Uijonye Zapiski Marijskogo Gosudarstvennogo Pedagoglieskogo Inslilula.
Mimoires aeicnliflques de I'lnstilul pidagogiqiie d'Elal de Marts.

VZMGPI : Uijonye Zapiski Moskovskogo Oblastnogo Pcdagogiieskogo Inslilula.
Mimoires scienltfiqucs de I'lnstilul rigional pidagogique de Moscou.

ZOOID : Zapiski Impcralorskogo Odesskogo Obiicslua Islorii i Drevnoslcj.
Mimoires de la .Sociili impiriale d'histoire el d'antiquitis d'Odessa.

ZVUAK : Zapiski Vscukrainskoj Uijonoj Archivnoj Komissii.
Mimoires de la commission scienliflque panukrainienne des archives.

!»u •y\.. •
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and certain reflred sherds of Mendean amphorae (Table 000). The inability

to produce briquettes fired at 700°C and 900°C which can survive thin
sectioning suggests that this ciay may not be suitable for making pottery.

Furthermore, it contains much more siit than is present in the group I

fabric, while it is also too well sorted to be compared favourably with

group 2. Similar clays have also been collected from ravines in the

vicinity of Nea Skioni, associated with grey clays similar to those found

with lignite deposits. Briquettes of these clays are of even poorer quality

than that of the Mende clay. The stratlgraphic position and character

of the deposits suggests they belong to the same formation.

Samples of red clays from Nea SklonI and Nea Foukas have produced

much more encouraging results on analysis. Both have unimodal grain-

size distributions and the Nea Foukas sample is well sorted. Thus, they
cannot be considered comparable with the fabric of group 1 amphora

samples and are similar to group 2 only as a result the unimodal size

distribution and general size range. The^ most Important characteristic
of these samples Is their similarity In composition with that of the

amphorae. To which one may add that they produced briqettes which

both fired well and were easily thin sectioned thereby indicating that

they could have been used to make ceramics of roughly comparable quality
to the ancient pottery.

The similarity between the Nea SklonI and Nea Foukas samples and

the ancient tile fragment from Athitos provides sufficient evidence to

suggest that they are ^m the same source, le. the red deposits considered
by Marines et al. (1970) to be a periglacial palaeosol. Further Investigation
of this deposit as a possible source of clay for the Mendean (and other

amphorae, eg. Parmeniskos group, below p. RAGA 000) Jars will be

necessary owing to the differences noted above. If Its distribution is

largely resticted to the nor^eastern part of the Kassandra peninsula
O* 'as Indicated by Guy et al. (I9£(|) this may been a factor in limiting its

exploitation in the area of Mende and Skioni. The coastline between

these two settlements remains the prime area for future field study owing
to their both being mentioned as sources for amphorae of Mendean wine

(Demosthenes XXXV, 10).

6.11 Prow-Stamp Amphorae

This class of stamped amphora handle-has been identified on the basis

of the distinctive stamp, which bears the image of a ship's prow
(Fig. 000; for a drawing see Caivet 1982, Fig. 24).

T
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Grace (1971, 83-^n. 81) was able to count 150 examples of this type
of stamp in collections from Alexandria, Naukratis and Tell Fara'ln (and

other localities In Egypt), the Black Sea region, Athens and Salamls.

CyprujT The stamps are usually square or rectangular, although Grace
(1971,^83) has noted circular examples. The device Is accompanied by
a name (Fig. 000)^ a list of^lilult-'has* been published by Grace (1971,vW'W-a

A
84 n. 82).

The series

•

•X-Kv. 4-^ fi ^IC—

^^•4- iTvvc ^9rrN4- V.fStv^ee

Vi-xX^i^ CiJ-t t-»-^ c* 5">/zs^ (V,

VA , "
. y. u' rs iTccA^. /

tj.'+A-'d,

"i^

Is known to have been In existence In the second half of

the 4th century (Grace 1971, 84 n. 83; Borker 1986r ai^contexts at Tarsus
(Grace 1950,^47) and the Athenian Agora (Grace 1971, 84) give a terminus
ante quern of the early 2nd century B.C. (ibiil).

Onl;^one example of JW (almost) complete Jar has been recorded (Grace
1971, 83 and PI. 15, 15). This amphora has a tall neck with handles rising
from the shoulder, set high on the body, to meet the neck Just below

the rim. The lower body tapers from the shoulder towards the foot, which

In this Instance Is missing. It has a 'shallow rolled rim' (Grace 1971,'
84, n. 83) but another rim^orm Is also attested amongst examples from
Rhodes, which Grace (Ibid.) has described as a 'heavy mushroom rim'.

Crete, Samos and Knidos have all been^ suggested as possible sources
for, the^ljrow-sja^ped amphorae (Borker 1986). Milne (1905 CHECK:
1950, 14J^ suggested Crete. Following Pridlk (Brashlnsky 1981,^297; 1973,'
123) Shelov (1957,'̂ 215) assigned these stamps to Knidos. This Is based
upon the occurrence of the ship's prow device on Knidlan stamps, the
agreement between names on' Knidian and prow-swmped amphorae and
on the similarity of the clay (Ibid.). Grace (1971, ^82) suggested that
this class may be of Samlan origin, however, owing to the association
of the ship's prow (of the samalna) with Samos (p. RAGA 109). She made
this statement with reserve (1971,'83; 1979a,^185 n. 1) for the amphora
shape (1971, 'PI. 15, 15) Is unlike that of other Jars considered to be
Samlna (Grace 1971'l''83; see RAGA 109f.) and names on the stamps, except
In one case, do not agree with those on Samlan coins (Grace 1971,-^),
Following Grace's discussion, Calvet (1982,''̂ 6) refers to the prow-stamp
amphora as 'Cre^n or Samlan?'.

Borker (1986) has recently discovered a coin bearlngpreclsem the Image
•^^represented In the prow-stamp examples. Above the ship's prow are the

letters 'KN' which he suggests constitute the ethnic for Knidos. In favour
of this attribution he has also found a correspondence between names
on prow-stamp amphorae and prosopographlcal evidence from Knidos.
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(b) Previous analysis of prow-stamp amphorae

The fabric of this class has been described in hand specimen by Grace

(1971,'M) as:

'red, reddish or brown, sometimes fired reddish at the core; it is

coarser than that of the earlier Samlan (7) Jars above identified
(Grace 1971, 66ff.), and contains numeous white bits as well as mica
In varylng^uantltles'.

c-usc Cw f i-riy
(c) Analysis of Prow-Stamp amphorae

Number of samples - 13

Ail wmples are from the collection In the British Museum (see Grace

1971, 84, n. 81). Each bears the characteristic prow-stamp except for
BM 1925, 1-19, 617. This was sampled as an 'unknown' and bears a

monogram In a square field (Fig. 000). It has been Included with this

class as a result of the-slmllarlty^ln Its fabric.

Hand specimen analysis

Colour:

Hardness:

Feel:

Fracture:

Inclusions

Frequency:

Sorting:

Average size:

Rounding:

Composition:

hard

harsh to rougtj
hackly

common to abundant

well sorted

up to 1mm

angular to subrounded

(a) Frequent, dark grey rock fragments.
(b) Common, white Inclusions, probably

fragments,

(c) Few,

fragments.

|̂ ~id) Rare, reddish brown Inclusions, dull,
I pellets.

quartz-feldspar

dark reddish brown Inclusions, probably rock

probably clay
ets.

(e) Very few, colourless grains, probably quartz.
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Thin section analysis

Four groups have been Isolated In thin section.

Group 1

Samples: British Museum; 1925, 1-19, 617; 1925, 1-19, 342; 1955, 9-20,
43 (Rlley 1582); 1955, 9-20, 44 (RIley 1583); 1955, 9-20, 45 (Rlley 1584);
1955, 9-20, ^6,(^lle^ 1585); 1955, 9-20, 47 (Rlley 1586); 1955, 9-20, 48
(Rlley 1587);^955,"9-M,'145; 1955, 9-20, 148,

Lft. C-iJ
I Mlcrostructure

(a) Vughy mlcrostructure; ca. 5% voids, predominantly mesovughs.
(b) Single-spaced porphyric related distribution.

(c) Preferred orientation Is very weakly developed.

11 Groundmass

(a) Homogeneous

(b) MIcromass: optically Inactive with very rare to rare crystallltic b-fabrlc
In few samples. , ^

Colour: ppl (x45) « dark yellowish brown

xpl (x45) • dark yellowish, to reddish, brown

fCt '

(c) Inclusions

c:f:v,o^(x45) ca. 20:75:5

Sizes: Few very coarse sand, medium to coarse sand, common medium
to very fine sand and few slit. Grain-size analysis has produced a
unlmodal distribution (logarithmic scale; Fig. 000) which Is poorly sorted.
Inclusions are predominantly angular to subangular with common subrounded
to rounded. They are predominantly equant to ovoid although micaceous
rock fragments and feldspars tend to be prolate.

Composition

Despite the unlmodal size frequency distribution (Fig. 000) the coarse
and fine (le. very fine sand and smaller) fractions are presented separately
to test whether the larger grains may have been added as temper.

Coarse Inclusions

Common; Rock fragments; different types of rock fragment occur In
various proportions In each sample, the most frequent are quartz3u<itu2^"
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plagloclase jetiHrt, phylllte and raudstone. The latter fragments are related

and can be found together In a single rock fragment. The phylllte Is

^i^o_f,j,red and white micas with rare, sllt-slzed quartz. The mudstone Is

grey (ppl and xpl) and has only very rare to rare white mica. In some

cases, It Is difficult to distinguish between mudstone and tcf's. Of rare?

occurrence Is a well sorted slltstone with a reddish brown opaque (ppl)| '
matrix predominantly containing angular, monocrystalllne quartz with very

rare, subrounded, plagloclase feldspar. *-

Few: Monocrystalllne quartz; maximum size Is about 1.5mm, although

Its Is predominantly represented In the fine sand to silt fraction (Fig.
000). Large quartz grains are angular to subangular are frequently have
no trace of undulose extinction. This last property may Indicate a volcanic

origin for the quart*. (Folk 1974, 71) which Is supported. In this case,
by the rare occurrence of large quartz crystals with traces of volcanic

glass around their edges. Polycrystalllne quartz; subgralns are of different

sizes, with strong undulose extinction and sutured boundaries. They are
commonly cloudy with vacuoles. Feldspar; plagloclase Is dominant and
commonly possesses a subwhedral shape. It Is angular where broken and

of fresh appearance. Alblte twinning with a ^axlmum extinction angle
In the range of labradorlte to bytownlte (Kerr 1977, Fig. 13-26). Rarely
presented are perlcllne twins or concentric zoning. Sanldlne Is present,
although It Is difficult to estimate Its proportions reliably owing to Its
similarity to the quartz, from which It differs In relief, cleavage and
biaxial character (Kerr 1977, 303f.). Volcanic rock fragments; these are

• predominantly composed of colourless to pale brown vol(?milc^lm^^ ^
contains aj^ large quantity of vesicles, frequently distorted ^

^C-E flow-lines (Whltbread 1986a, Fig. 3). Inclusions are rare and consist
of euhedral crystals of blotlte and twinned feldspar. The volcanic glass
Is predominantly angular to subrounded. Rarely, highly altered volcanic
rock fragments are present. These are identlfed by the occurrence of
euhedral laths of the feldspar, domlnantly In a dark yellowish to reddish
brown opaque (ppl) matrix. - Verv Rare: mlcrltlc and well rounded,
rare examples contain very few angular monocrystalllne quartz silt.

Very few-rare: Chert; both mega- and mlcroquartz (Folk 1974,''80)
occur, the latter rarely traversed by vein quartz. Subgralns are

predominantly equigranular and cloudy with red (ppl) opaque material.
Very flnem Icaceous minerals are present In small quantitltes between

subgralns of ve^ few examples. Serpentinlte; yellow to orange (ppl) and
subangular to rounded.

Very rare-absent: Amphlbole; subhedral and strongly pleochrolc reddish
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brown to pale yellowish brown (hornblende). Rock fragment; very fine n
I ynt^^• jjt

sandstone, well sorted with frequent, monocrystalllne quartz. It Is matrix r p
supported. The matrix Is composed of yellowish green phyllosillcate

crystals with a mosaic to stipple speckled b-fabrlc. Blotlte; large laths, ca.

0.8mm In length, slightly oxidised.

Fine Inclusions

Frequent: Monocrystalllne quarti, angular. Polycry^lllne quartz;
equlgranular, rarely with sutured subgrain boundarles.Tr-^' VeFv Few:

Serpentine; yellow, subangular to rounded. Mica; blotlte and white.

Very few: Feldspar; twinned, fresh and angular.

Rare: White mica phylllte. - Absent: Limestone, micrltic and rounded,

Very rare: Chert; subangular to subrounded. (Volcanic glass; subrounded^
and orange serpentine, rounded.

I

III Textural concentration features

Tcf (X45) - ca. 2-5%

(1) Dark yellowish brown (ppl and xpl, x45), high optical density, clear
boundaries, subrounded to rounded and equant to oyold. Constituents:

ca. 5-10%; frequent, angular monocrystalllne quartz silt and yellow
micaceous minerals. Internal preferred orientation Is weak and turbid.
They are discordant with the external features. Maximum size Is about
0.5mm with a mode of about 0.25mm. These tcf's are the dominant type
noted and are distinct.

(2) Pale yellowish brown (ppl, x45), reddish brown to yellow (xpl, *45)
low optical density, sharp to clear boundaries, subrounded and equant.
Constituents: ca. 10-20%; frequent angular monocrystalllne quartz silt
with red and white micaceous minerals. Internal preferred orientation
Is weak, and thus concordant with external orientation features. Average
size Is about 0.4mm. These are prominent tcf's and they are few ln
the overall population.

(3) Pale brownish yellow (ppl, x45), brownish yellow to yellowish green
(xpl, x45), neutral optical density, clear boundaries, rounded and equant
Constituents: ca. 5%; frequent monocrystalllne quartz slit and red and
white micaceous minerals. Internal preferred orientation Is very weak
and thus It Is concordant with external features. Average size Is about
0.25mm. These tcf's are rare and faint.

(4) Dark yellowish brown (ppl, x45), dark reddish brown (xpl, x45), high
optical density, sharp to clear boundaries, rounded and equant
Constituents: ca. 5%; predominantly monocrystalllne quartz silt with few
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red (ppl) opaque Inclusions. Internal preferred orientation Is very weak
and thus concordant with external features. Average size Is approximately
0.25mm. These tcf's are few and distinct.

IV 'Amorphous' concentration (depletion) features

Acf (x45) - less than 2%

Predominantly black (ppl), pure nodules, subangular to rounded and equant
to ovoid. They are about 0.4mm In maximum size, with a mode of about

O.lmm. Boundaries are sharp to diffuse.

V Crystalline concentration (depletion) features

Kef (x45) « less than 2%

Predominantly present In the form of a crystallltic b-fabric composed
of evenly distributed, discrete crystallites. Rarely found are lijpocoatlngs
(ca. 0.04mm thick) with clear boundaries which encircle voids and grains
of limestone.

Group 2

Sample: British Museum 1955, 9-20, 149 ^

I MIcrostructure

(a) Massive; ca. 2% voids, predominantly mesovughs.
(b) Single-spaced porphyric related distribution.

(c) Moderately developed preferred orientation comprising optically slightly
active micromass, micas and voids.

II Groundmass

(a) Homogeneous

(b) Micromass: optically slightly active with a weak, parallel striated
b-fabrlc. - i

Colour: ppl (x45) . yellowish brown

xpl (x45) • reddish brown

(c) Inclusions

c:f:V|Ou (x45)

Sizes: f^v very coarse sand, common medium coarse sand, few fine
to very fine sand and common silt. Grain size analysis was not conducted
on this sample since the glass slide does not fit the bracket of the

ca. 10:88:2

c.f.VQ (x45) ca« 5;93t2 to 8;90;2
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mechanical stage. The size frequency distribution does ap^ar to be
blmodal In character. Large grains a^ mp^erately sorted, rounded to
well rounded In most cases. Fine grains^ predominantly of sllt-slze, are

angular to subangular. The Inclusions are predominantly equant to ovoid,

with very few prolate.

Composition

In view of the apparent blmodal nature of the size frequency distribution

the coarse and fine (silt) fractions are considered separately.

Coarse Inclusions
( f- O-v

Predominant: Volcanic rock fragments; these Include, subrounded, yellow,
devltrlfled volcanic glass with mlcrolltlc feldspar the fragments commonly
surrounded by a red (ppl) opaque rim. Devltrlfled glass (brown) with

black (ppl) opaque Inclusions and rare cllnopyroxene In ,7^
fragments. Subangular fragments of fresh trachytlc lava with/few
and red (ppl) opaques crystals. Reddish brown (ppl) opaqim Inclusions

• ui.-.f.a f
within

ack7

with relatively large crystals of feldspar and pyroxene embeddeil with'in '̂''''
them.

Few: Feldspar; fresh, euhedral and with alblte twinning.

Rare: Cllnopyroxene; about 1.2mm diameter, colourless and subhedral.

Chert; equlgranular megaquartz, angular with a maximum size of ca.
0.75mm. Mudstone; grey with common Inclusions, domlnantly
monocrystalllne quartz with few red and white micaceous inclusions and
rare feldspar. Phylllte; predominantly red and white micas with rare
sllt-slze quartz, rounded and with a maximum size of approximately 0.5mm.

Fine Inclusions

• Predominant: Monocrystalllne quartz, angular to subangular.

Very few: Polycrystalllne quartz; equlgranular. Plagloclase;

twinning. Phylllte; red and white micas. Blotlte and white mica.
alblte

III Textural concentration features

Tcf (x45) » probably absent

The similarity between optically dense weathered volcanic rock fragments
and tcf's makes It difficult to clearly distinguish the two. As there Is
such a large amount of volcanic material In the sample such Inclusions
are considered to be of volcanic origin.
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IV 'Amorphous' concentration (depletion) features

Acf (x45) • ca. 2%

These are predominantly well sorted, black to reddish brown (ppl), pure
nodules. They are subangulaf to rounded and have sharp to clear
boundaries. Average size Is about 0,04mm.

V Crystalline concentration (depletion) features

Kef (x45) - ca. 30%

This occurs as moderately Impregnated crystalline segregations with clear

boundaries. They stretch for several millimeters but also occur In smaller

sizes of about 1mm. traces of crystallltlc hypocoatlngs are

present rarely present around Inclusions. They are approximately 0.04
to 0.1mm thick with clear to diffuse boundaries.

Group 3

Sample: British Museum 1955, 9-20, 49 (RIley 1588) f • - -
I MIcrostructure

(a) Vughy microstructure: ca. 5% voids, predominantly mesovughs with

few microvughs and rare megavughs.

(b) Single-spaced porphyric related distribution.

(c) Preferred orientation Is moderate to strongly developed, a function

of micas and serpentlnlte Inclusions.

II Groundmass

(a) Homogeneous

(b) MIcromass: optically very slightly active as apparent In traces of

extinction under crossed polarised light. The b-fabric Is too weakly

preserved to establish Its character.

Colour: ppl (x45) • dark yellowish brown

xpl (x45) - dark yellowish, to reddish, brown

(c) Inclusions

c:f:v,Qu (x45) ca. 10:85:5

Sizes: / Predominantly fine sand to very fine sand, with common slit.

Grain size analysis has not been conducted on this sample. It appears

to hove a unlmodal size frequency distribution and Is well sorted

(Fig. 000). Inclusions are angular to subrounded and frequent examples

are prolate while equant grains are common.
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Composition

No distinction is made between the coarser and finer grains in terms

of composition. '

Predominant: Serpentinlte; bright orange and yellow In plane polarised

light, grains are angular to subrounded and form the major constituent

throught the size range. This Is particularly clear In plane polarised light.

Few: Poiycrystalline quartz; equigranular with straight subgraln

boundaries and unduiose extinction.

Very Few: Monocrystalilne quartz; angular and predominantly found

in the silt-size range. Chert: mega- and microquartz (Folk 1974, 80),
equigranular and subanguiar.

Rare: White mica; thin laths up to about 0.2mm In length. Blotlte;
short laths of about 0.04mm length.

Very rare: Amphlbole; small prolate examples, strongly pleochrolc
reddish brown to yellow (hornblende). Ciinopyroxene; small, anhedral and

colourless grains. Plagioclase; subhedral and fresh with aiblte twinning.
Rock fragments; grey mudstone with rare Inclusions, predominantly well
sorted, slit-sized monocrystalilne quartz and black (ppl) opaque material

which displays distinct foliation. Maximum size Is ca. 0.5mm, prolate
and subanguiar. Phyllite; red and white mica with rare silt-sized quartz.
Quartz-feldspar rock fragment, feldspar Is untwinned and cloudy.
Orthopyroxene; displaying twinning, probably enstatite, subanguiar.

III Texturai concentration features

Tcf (x45) - no examples securely identified.

IV 'Amorphous' concentration (depletion) features

Acf (x45) • ca. 5%

Predominantly black (ppl), purp nodules. These are well sorted, .«(4>angular
to subrounded, equant ma have clear boundaries. Average size is about
0.08mm.

V Crystalline concentration (depletion) features

Kef (x45) = absent

(d) Discussion

Whitbread (I986fc[ provided a brief discussion of the fabric and Its
significance with respect to the Knidian attribution, based upon a
preliminary examination of the samples taken by Riiey. it is now possible

sr'p
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to provide a more comprehensive review using the resuits above.

The three groups which have been isoiated possess several common

properties, and it may be that future research wiil cause these groups

to be amaigamated. These properties are the high tenor of volcanic

material, particularly volcanic glass of acidic character, the presence

of serpentinite and the occurrence of grey mudstone and phyliite. The

differences which have been noted relate, In large part, to the absence

of one of these components; the serpentine In grpup 2 and the volcanic

material in group 3. I~ ^ <.—XtT
If these groups are compared against the analytical results obtained

from the study of Samian amphorae (above, RAGA 113ff.) it is clear that

there is little In common between them. Volcanic rocks do occur on

Samos, however. In addition to serpentinltes (above, p. RAGA 11If.) so

It is not possible to rule this island out on the basis of fabric alone.

Crete is devoid ofTrolcanic deposits of post-Oiigcene age (Fytikas et
al. 1979, Fig. 1) although traces of tephra from the Minoan eruption of
Santorini have been found on the island (Cadogan and Harrison 1978) '̂
Serpentinite does, on the other hand, occur in ophioiite sheeUr—ae—noted-

Wuad (1977, 115f.), as does phyllite/(Milc, 115). Despite the occurrence

of all the major Ingredients of the fabric, Crete does not appear suitable

as a source owing to the limited occurrence of recent, le. fresh, volcanic

material.

The Dat<;a peninsula possesses serpentinite and phyliite (fiysch) as has
been noted for the Knidian am '̂or '̂̂ Indeed, rare samples of Knidian
jars contained an odd fragment of volcanic glass (p. RAGA 23). The

description of pyrociastic deposits on the Datga peninsula, the Cesmekoy
Tuff (Orombeiii et al. 1967, 838) as a vltric tuff, apparently of rhyolitlc
composition, with pumice fragments and accessory volcanic material, namely
andesitic rock, fits well the character of the volcanic material described
in the above analysis.

Taking the evidence offered by Shelov (1957, 215) and Borker (1986)
a Knidian origin would appear to be a reasonable proposition. Certain

features of the Prow-stamp amphora fabrics, the serpentine and phyliite
can be matched in the Knidian fabrics. The amount of volcanic material,
the distinctly different type of stamp to that commonly seen on Knidian
jars and the apparently different shape of the Prow-stamp jars to those
of the series stamped Knidion', point to differences in the production
of these two series. Dorker (1986) has suggested that the Prow-stamp
jars may have been made in an area under Knidian control, rather than
Knidos itself. Another possibiity is that, as seen at Corinth (below, p.OOO),
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more than one series was produced by this state. The Knidlan zUDopsd

amphora stamps have been dated as early as the 3rd century B.C, (above,

p. RAGA 15f.) which Is later than the dates of at least some of the Prow-

stamp Jars (p. RAGA 145). The differences between the two series of

amphorae may, therefore, reflect changes In the manufacture of Knidlan

Jars over time. If the dated range of either series can be extended so

as to secure an overlap in the series, then It Is possible that the

differences noted may be the result of other factors, perhaps contents.

I^ - In ^^Kbloh case the different character of the fabric are likely to be due
to^^jg^a^i^ In^eglonal geology. On the basis of Orombelll et al. (1967,''
838) It can be suggested that those Prow-stamp amphorae which contain

large amounts of volcanic Inclusions should, perhaps, originate from the

western end of the peninsula, while that which contains largely serpentlnite

without volcanic grains (group 3) may be derived from workshops In the

east (Orombelll et al. 1967, 838f.).

6.12 SInopean Amphorae

SInope, situated on the southern coast of the Black Sea (Fig. 000), lies
beyond the geographical limits of this study. It has been Included owing
to the occurrence of SUjopean^mphorae In the Aegean In larger .numbers ^

than other Black Sea arnphorae (eg. Chersonese and Heraclea Pontica)
and specifically because of the nature of the fabric Itself.

In early articles (eg. Grace^ 1934,7'205: 1956^ 164) handles bearing
th^ames of astynomol were^feferred to as being of 'Pontic' or 'South
Russian' origin. Grakov (1928) argued a SInopean origin for these stamped
handles on the basis of philological and archaeological evidence (SztetyHo
1983, 19). In particular, the device that depicts aydolphin, found both
on the amphora stamps (Fig. 000??; Grace 1949, PI. 20,13) and on coins
of that city (Grakov 1928, PI. 17). Robinson (1905, 300) had already
Implied this In his study of Inscriptions from SInope. Astynomol stamps
previously suggested to be of Knidlan, and later Olblan, origin (Ibid.)'had
been found In some quantity at the site (Robinson l905,-'?94) and the
occurrence of nunjerous names on the stamps which are the same as those
of SInopeans l^d Robinson to suggest that not all astynomol stamped
handles were of Olblan origin, and that:

'SInope may have manufactured amphoras, and exported them to
the northern shore (of the Black Se^ where so many handles similar
to ours have been found.'

(Robinson 1905, 300)
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.• .-i •• Dear Ian,

I had meant to put into my letter of April 18 the enclosed photocopies. On \.

these results of spectrographio tests made at Brookhaven, cf. D^loa 27, p.320, ,: ,

note 1, with quiotation from Suyro, (Checked with him before publication.), .The

enclosed diagrams have not^ been publis.iad, and of course must not be published , .

without explicit permission from Mr, Sayra. tarhaps you have seen them before; •"' V •

but I want to discuss thora a little. • /

iloto in Fig.l that the first 10 Knidian samples al"" come from handles bearing

the same stamp, dated by the eponym FiOAIOYXHX, datable somewhere about 190 B.C. On j '.

him see / "Middle Stoa Dated", p.47 under no. 6, It is remarkable to see the
among

differencasiBtMaxa the 10 samples stamped with AT 1071, all Knidian, all the same

date, same shop. Fig*2 is a contrast to Fig.l: Rhodian handles at four successiva

dates stay remarkably parallel. (On no. 12, refer to Flg.l,

and Defl OS 27, los.cit.) hot includad in the Rhodian diagram (because not available

at the Agora) are samples of earlier stamped, i'hodian, some of which have c^ay that

does not look like common stamped Rhodian. I.ots in Rhodes, and in Alexandria.

I note you refer, on p. 5 of your proposal, to Rhodian stamped amphoras or

fragments "with yellow mioaoeous fabric". Can you identify such Rhodian

pieces? I do not recall any.

If after testing further samples of the earlier Zenon Group and of the prow-

stampad group, you continue to find the clay the same, wo might consider whether

the themse"'veB from Sgypt, Perhaps you might read my '̂u"'! ^

artic''o (19861.'Voiding Against an iigyptian origin for the earlier Zenon Group

Greek Egyptian. ". •(
^® will see you at the Gantenaryl

- Yours,•iu 'jSTr 'A .
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Dear Ian, s

I have your latter dated March 5, and its enolnsed typosoripjr proposal

for microprobi analysis for further investigation of the relationship between

the clay of the prow-stamp jars and that of those bearing Zenon Group stamps,

and xvhether and in what way either or both of these series are related to

1^ ' jt'
;^hc;. established ICnidian amphoras.

,j.;- «" /• .

I think we do need chemical and/or physical tests of the various clays used
clay of

in amphoras. Eight now I am particularly interested in the, various 3rd century

B.C. jars, the Ptolemaic (?) ones that rather resemble contemporary Phodian, see
Garlan and Empereur

fig. 5 of mys,1986 article, as well as the slightly earlier ones that have been

taken (by Bass and others) to be ..nidian, ibid. fig. 2. I think we all needed

this BCH Suppl. 13 to see each others' articles, before taking too firm stand.

hon> in Athens wo got our copies of the volume the otner day, and the first article

I read was yours, to help me understand the text you sent in your letter of

•larch 5. We have not yet got our offprints. I ^in ^end you one of mine, in case
it is oonveniont for you to have it.

On your ôxt for the proposal: por'naps you have already used it. in vjhich case

I hope you got the necessary money, since we all need the information you may
derive from the investigation. Here are some comments on the material:

1) As you say, you certainly do need lots more samples. more you would
find plenty of handles of toe Zanon Group, first series, is of course Egypt, in
cabinets in the Museo Greco-Homain in Alexandria, where I put them. Empereur,
recently there, says it is now very difficult to get perm^MoMtji^re to take
samples; could you gather more clout? Taere is one in Eton College, if that would
be easier. I would honestly take another from the same handle, if I could not get
plenty from elsewhere.

s

i
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•' plentiful eouroe would bo the HoUsnistic V/rook, viiat has been lifted from

that, which must bo in Bodrum. But getting permission there is perhaps also hard.

And I fio not know if there is a problem with pottery that has been long immersed.
. i.wv'f' :-K '"•«•

Z) In general for a more formal ^sMzsKtizm presentation than an application,

I would certainly want to tesziw have identified for me the objects from which the

samples ixtmx were taken. You speak of three kinds of prow-stamp fabric. The one

that soemad to match that of the Zenon Group fragment, was it tha fabric of a fair

proportion of the provi-stamp handles? Or just of one or two? And what were their

stamps in that case? Eventually, one needs inventory numbers. And how wei-e the

ot ler fabrics different? I gather, no volcanic glass.

3) As I am not yeji convinced by •frofessor BBrker tiiat the prow-stamp jars are

Knidian (though Xno longer think they were Saraian), so I am not disturbed by the

facts you ten me, that a) the clay of these jars - or some of them - has volcanic
(volcanis glass)glass, while b) this^is apparently not found in the Datcha peninsula.

4) ftolemaic amphoras I suppose might have been made elsewhere that in Sgypt?
or just xwaktziiHg inhabiting

I.e. to what extent were those people dominating the Anatolian mainland in the Srd
century B.C.? But, myself, i still think the Zenon Group jars were made in

^gypt.

So, you see, you have a lot to do with your tests, and I hope you will be
. -'.if.

able to do it*

•!'
•• .'.I • '

: . v.

-v/: ;.. -•

•p. :. : +;-r . •.V

• f

.V' .. .

Yours,
.•'m./v''v'

*•, • • -'S. • . I'v/ ' ••• ¥ 4
« ...' iW -X'

- Milt: •• • T ,r

'n- >• v ^
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Miss V. R. Grace,

American School of Classical Studies at Athens,

54, Odos Souedias,

GR-106 76 Athens,

GREECE

Department of Archaeology,

The University,

Southampton,

509 5NH.

ENGLAND

5^^ March, 1986

Dear Miss Grace,

I have just completed the second draft of my chapter on the

analysis of amphora fabrics. This is the first time that I have been able to compare

all of the fabrics in detail. The first draft was incomplete and of variable quality.

One of the last pieces to be considered was the Zenon sample. I had only

expected to describe this and discuss the possibilities of an Egyptian provenance.

During a search for some results of grain-size analysis I realised that I was confusing

this sample with another, which turned out to be one of my prow-stamp amphora

samples. Comparing the two together, under the microscope, it is clear that they

are identical in fabric.

When I originally sampled the prow-stamp amphorae (at the British Museum)

all of the thin sections were prepared for microprobe analysis (this is a means by
which to obtain chemical data from thin sections). The reason being that

Dr. I. C. Freestone of the British Museum Research Laboratory was interested in

analysing the volcanic glass we knew to be present from earlier studies (by J. Riley).
I have therefore put together the enclosed proposal for microprobe analysis with

the aim of further investigating the relationship between the Zenon sample and

those of the prow-stamp amphorae. I have enclosed a copy of this proposal for

two reasons. F^ly, considering how much work you have invested in the series
concerned I think you should know about this development at once. Secondly, I

would value your opinions on v/hat I am proposing.

I hope that the microprobe analysis will go ahead in May (by which time I
shall have this wretched thesis off my hands, I hope). In addition, I will try to
obtain samples of the other Zenon stamped handle (earlier type) and some of the
later Zenon stamped handles which are in the BM collection. In all^ the number
of samples is small. I am in no doubt about the connection between the different
amphora series, but the range of fabric variation (particularly in the Zenon samples)
will be difficult to establish on so few samples.

If all goes well v/ith the analyses (I think it should) I hope that the results
would be worth publishing. Your knowledge of the material is of major importance
in this respect and, if you are in agreement with the analytical results and
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conclusions, any contribution which you may wish to make to such a publication

would, I am sure, enhance its usefulness.

Naturally, all this depends upon the results of the analyses and on your

opinions of the my proposed linkage of the prow-stamp, Zenon and Knidian series

on archaeological grounds. I am merely trying to chart out the possibilities as

early as possible.

I have sent a copy of this proposal to Ian Freestone. I also enclosed a copy

in a letter that I was sending to Carolyn. I was writing to her anyway, and her

experience in dealing with petrographic/amphora problems has always been helpful.

Finally, I v/ould like to thank you for the photographs from your archive, which

Carolyn sent me, for inclusion in my thesis. It was a great relief to know that

I could illustrate most of the shapes about which I will be writing. I hope to obtain

a photograph of Peacock's Knidian amphora in a few days time, and I will send

a copy on to you as soon as I can.

Best wishes.

Ian K. Whitbread

PS. I must apologise for the lousy xerox. I have too many complaints about

Southampton University and its xerox machines to put them all down on paper.
Owing to the abysmal quality of the reproduction I have not included the

illustrations. They consist of: a xerox of your photograph of the prow-stamp jar,
a xerox of the 'Knidian' amphora illustrated by Bass, a xerox of the Knidian

amphorae in your Picture Book (fig. 64) from the photograph Carolyn sent me, and
a couple of maps of the Dat?a peninsula.

J
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FAPRIC ANALYSIS AND THE INVESTIGATION OF A...PHORA

PRODUCTION ON THE PAT^A PE''n-iSULA, SA TURKEY

1. The ainphorae

Four classes of amphorae are included in this research programme: (1)

pro'.v-stai.ip amphorae, (2) Zenon amphorae, (3) Knidian amphorae and (4)

Koan amphorae. All classes have been studied by petrographic analysis

and it is proposed that microprobe analysis of volcanic glass in prow-starnp,

2'enon and Koan samples be undertaken to secure the conclusions based

on mineralogical examination.

(I) '^rovv-stamp amphorae: archaeological evidence

These stam.ped amphora handles are kr.o'vn from contexts dated to the

second half of the 4th century P.C. (Grace 1071, S4 n. S3; Porker 1936)

and contexts at Tarsus (Grace 1050, 147) and the Athenian Agora (Grace

I''^7I, S-!) give a ten-.inus ante ijuemi of the early 2nd century E.G.

The class is named after the distinctive device on the stai which

depicts a sliip's prow, and is accompanied by a nan:e (Grace 1071, pi.

II

15, nos. 16 a^^7). originally considered to be 'Cretan' in
•"Tigin (Grace 1050 147) but "^he'ov (10S7 '"''S) Qn-'Tot-hp.-i .w.;.:;-,..

"ovenance on the basis of prosopographical evidence, the use of a sido's

prow on xnioian stamps and general siinilarity of the fabric in lianc

specimen. Grace (1971, 82ff.) suggested, tentatively, that they .i.ay oe
SaiPian amphorae owing to the use of a ship's prow on Saivdan stamps
, -.vhich in some cases is accompanied by the ethnic TA(Grace 1971, 55).
:worker (19S3) has reported an ^^d^^t^al ship's prow device, to those on
prow-starnp amphorae, on ^ coin, accompanied by the letters K.'/, v/nich he
used together with prosopographical evidence to suggest that prow-stainp

aii.phorae i:ay oe a proto-\nidian type. 'Grilj^^^^^on^, near complete, example
of a prow-stamp jar is known (Fig. 1, from the archives of V. R. Grace;
see also mace 1971, PI. 15, 15). Grace (1971, ^^4 n. 33) has also reported
a prow-stamp jar with a 'heavy .imshroom rim'.

(2) Zenon a:-'.phorae: archaeolu.pcal evidence

Li:-.e tee prov,--st3; ip e.mpnijrae, tins class has until recently '••een kro

tare.; .n 3ta:.;peci air.pmora fmndles, .md not bv the sha-je of t.'̂ e entire

vessel. me fto seric:s Zenon sta.nps '"race 19,m_ gg] gw

1 '•'3, Z' :. Zd. b, M,;3r!y series :ms t:to letters Zn or Zr,v ,ith a s.-csrv'

jb r.Nn.jh ::s. e, the later sori s has the sa. Zenut) i mtcrs acco, . I

Z •' d' -. K-e ta '.oL, or' ss, or otherl hwn ,p!( s of ihose !att-r

•p.
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sta.::ps, Z^, have been ;)i:b!ished by Vasilenko (1P73, Fi3\ 2) and f'race

(1334, 231 no. 235 and 2 53 no. 256 - I have not seen these to check).

I'.iis later type is dated to about the late 3rd century to early 2nd century

I, 'race 1P;'5, IP), It is t'r.e earlier type wiiich is the inimediate subject

of this study but, as tiie later type may be connected with the early

F.enon star.ips (Grace 1985, 19 n. 43) it would be useful to sample those

e.\a:nples in the 'britlsh .-auseum collection. The earlier type of Zenon

stamp is dated to ca. 270 2.C. (Grace 1986).

Amphorae shaped 'rather like ICnidian jars of the 3rd century

.'.G.' have been found in a shipwreck off the coast of Turkey (Grace

1983). 1 believe one of t'a.ese is illustrated by Tass (1974, Fi^. 2) see

Fi.;. 2. So;.;e of these jars bear stamps of the early Zenon type (Grace

1935, 19 n. 46). Grace (ibid.) has su.i^^ested that the Zenon stamps may

136 related with Zenon of Faunos, agent for Apollonios of Fgypt o
- -Lrii' ,

(dostovtze'f 1922), althougn tn.e date of the shipwrt;ck is sornewhat earlier

th.an c'.e papyros arciiive i.;-.id-3rd century ["'•.C.). Aoreover, soie.e of the

nid.ian-shaped amphorae of the wreck have 'an apparently Egyptian

stamp' (''•race 1936).

(3) .'ric^ion 3rchs*3o!o3vldcncd

•\rhcian amphorae from about 240 G.C. to earlv 1st century B.C. are shown

in fig. 3 (from wrace 197"-, rig. 64). jars of this type are frequently

sta.aped with the name of a dating official (a magistrate, or in the

pnrourarchoi period, possibly garrison commanders, 158-137 il.C.; Grace

and Savvatianou-Petropoulakou 1970, 318ff.), that of the fahrlcant and

tlie ethnic .< yfo <ov (Grace 1934, 193ff.). Use of the ethnic secures the

identification^piace of origin; .Ancient Knidos is situated on the western
tip of the Aatga peninsula, STurkey (Fig. 4). The early 3rd century

dates originally proposed for 'nidian have been brought do.vn yf tiie mid-
3rd century oy dating the end of Thompson's Group to about '-0 :'.C.
(.-;race 1.'74; 19f,5, 17). _ar!y Giidian monogram stamps are known in
tnis perioc; ( .^ace and "u^vutianou-Petropoulakou '970, 206) and some
of the earliest eponyms 3m..ul:i be attributed to this period also (G-race
1^55, 31).

(1) ",oan a.-g-'iorae; archae-;;'gical .jvi'k'inm

'o".n a; ; u-'.orae of t ie gr • Ist centuri^.'s '.2. are i!lustr..tek -r' v-

(i o:, fij. 0 •). anales :• •.can jars are ideiitifiac by timir
end by the cearacteristic m-'nmrailed :u nkle.

*3 AcXv-vUf —-y

^
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2. Ceramic Petrolot^y

A very brief survey of the petrographic characters of these amphorae

is given by Whitbread (1986). This may be summarised:

<J , ^^*-<~v

(1) P-stp: volcanic material, phyllite, quartzite, serpentinite.

^ (2) Zenon: volcanic material, phyllite, quartzite, serpentinite.
(3) Knid: phyllite, quartzite, serpentinite.

(4) Koan: various, including phyllite with volcanic material.

The most important, and most recent, result is the matching of

the prow-starnp fabric (group 1. out of three fabrics) with that of the

single Zenon arlD>l^1^a which has been sampled. The connection was not
made until rec^tly owing to a concentration of study upon a possible
Egyptian source. Once considered together there^^j^rm^ that the

fabrics of the two types of amphorae are tjTe_^me. This consists of:
volcanic glass (pumice with a high silica content), sanidine and plagioclase

feldspar (ca. labradorite), and quartz (straight extinction and associated

with volcanic glass). There is evidence of corrosion on these grains;

embayment filled with glass. In association with the glass is biotite.

Volcanic rock fragments are very rare, seme are weathered, one oxatnnle

contains hornblende and pyroxene(?). Red and white mica phyllite can
oe associated with the quartzite, probably a very fine sandstone, together
with a white mica phyllite (grey in

Knidian amphorae (about 40+ have been studied) contain red and

white mica phyllite, associated with very fine grained sandstone (quartzite).
Very rarely, a sample can be found which contains an odd fragment of

or glass. They also contain white mica phyllite (grey in
ppl).

Koan amphorae which have volcanic inclusions contain relatively
large (its variable) quantities of volcanic glass (pumice with a high silica
content) and crystals of feldspar, quartz etc.

3. Regional geology

The Datqa peninsula, situated between the islands of Kos and 'Ihodes,
is composed of limestone and flysch in the west, a central isthmus of

.Nieogene sediments, and peridotite in the east (Oro;nbelli et id. 1967).
In the western part of the peninsula there is a deposit of uyroclastic

rocks, tiie Cesmekoy Tuff (ibid.). The tuff is described by Orombelli
et al. (19'37, 838) as vitric, 'seemingly rhyolitic' with a puiuiceous texture.
They contain rocks of andesitic type and grain size becomes finer from

A

) I
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\yest to east. The deposit varies in thickness, between 20-40!n, and is
sometimes covered by fanglomerate or alluvium. Orombelli et al. (ibid.)
have suggested that this tuff may be correlated with the rhyolitic tuffs
of Nisyros and Jali, two islands situated to the west of the Datga peninsula (Di Paol

ixeller (1971, 157) has studied the distribution of deposits belonging
to the plateau-tuff of Kos (Fig. 5), in which he suggests that the tuffs
of the Datga peninsula are probably of Koan origin. He describes the

plateau-tuff (Keller 1959, 157) as containing; ca. 60 wt% pumice, up to
ca. 40 wtTo leucocratic phenocrysts (up to 1cm dia.), consisting of quartz,
sanidine and plagioclase (andesine) and ca. 2 wtSo biotite (the only coloured
mineral present), with accessory magnetite, apatite and zircon. One of the

features of the plateau-tuff, recorded by Keller (ibid.^ is the corrosion
of the leucoratic piienocrysts.

4. The situation as it now stands

The connection between the prow-stamp fabric and t!ie Zenon fabric

provides a positive link with the long-identified !4nidian shape (using the
evidence from the Hellenistic shipwreck), such that:

Prow-stainp = (fabric) = Zenon = (shape) = Knidian.

T.nus, it is possible to confirm Borker's (19S6) and Shelov's (1957)
suggetions that the prow-stamp amphoraa are Knidian. It also places the
Zenon amphorae with the early type of stamp ^ the Datga ^"peninsula.
This suggests that between the second half of tlS 4th century and the
early 3rd century either a change in amphora shape had been instigated
(this brings to mind the work of Lysippos on k.endean amphorae; Athenaeus

784: and Chian amphorae of the third quarter of the 5th century;
Grace 1979, Figs. 44 and 45) or more than one shape of jar was being
produced at one time (eg. as in the Corinthian amphorae; Koehler 19S1
and 1982). rurther work would be needed to trace the time ranges for
each of these types of 'Knidian' amphorae.

An Egyptian origin for the Zenon amphorae (of early stamp type),
unfortunately, nas to be abandoned. the other hand, it is possible
to push back tne shape of the Knidian a. iphora to the early 3rd centurv.
The place of the later Zenon sta.nped a:iphorae, if they are related.

IS

not knov.-n.

The volcanic material in the prow-sta:np (group 1 fabric) and Zen...
amphorae appears, on the basis of mineralo.icai analysis, to match each
other and also Keller's {1930) description of the Idoan olateau-tuff. The

on

197^



'bulge'. ^^The known distribution of Knidian production sitcfj for later —^
amphorae, is to oriented towards the east. It is not known, however.
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extent of the Cesinekdy Tuff is not known to me. Its restriction to the

western parts of the Datga peninsula are, however, made quite clear by

Orombelli et al. (1967). The limited size of the deposit may be the reason

for the absence (almost complete) of volcanic material in the later iCnidian

amphorae. Despite grain-size analysis, it is not clear whether or not

the volcanic material in the prow-stamp amphorae is temper. This is

quite possible, even though the overall frequency distribution is unimodal.

Thus, the absence of volcanic material in later Knidian jars (so far as

have been analysed) may be the result of different locations of the

production sites (or raw material procurement areas) or it may reflect

differences in preparation of the clay bodies used for the later amphorae.

Empereur and Picon (1985) have reported the locations of at least

some Knidian amphora production sites on the Catqa peninsula. These

are situated in the region to the east of the western 'bulge'. It is possible

that the Cesmekdy Tuff does not reach this area. The occurrence of
a site (I believe) on the isthmus may provide secure evidence for the

production of phrourarchoi amphorae made of yellow clay. Meogene
deposits in this area are contemporary with certain formations on P.hodes,
and phrourarchos amphorae with yellow clay are identical chemically (Grace
and Savvatiancu-Petropoulakou 1970, 320 n. 1) wit:. P.hodian (and also
very close petrographically, as are certain Rhodian, Koan and Knidian

' \»ith Knidian amphora kiln has been excavated

^ tiy Love (1978, 1119) at Mesildiye, on the southern coast of the western

wheather Empereur and Picon explored the western-most end of the
peninsula.

Also in their investigation of the Datqa peninsula, Empereur and
Picon (1986) found evidence for the production of mushroom-rimmed
amphorae, of the type noted on Rhodian jars at the end of the ith century
B.C. and the begining of the 3rd. Grace (1971, 34 n. 83) noted that
certain prow-stamp amphorae have a 'heavy mushrooni rim' and, thus,
it may be suggested that Empereur and Picon (1986) have in fact
reported the production site(s?) for prow-starnp, or early 'Knidian',
ai iphorae. In this respect it should be noted that fabric group 3 of the
pro .'. -stamp class contains no volcanic i.iaterial, but a lar,;e temor of
serpentinite \/hich, geologically, would periiaps put its origin in the eastern
part of tne peninsula and towarils the peridotite). "! -(jvJTi

rinall)', if the Ciiaracter of the volcanic ..iaterial in the 'Knidian' .
le. pro\y-.sta.-.ip and earlh-jr /.enon sta;.:p, a..;uhurae is correctly iclcntified
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and particularly if the sar-.e characteristics can be identified in the Koan

amphora volcanic fragments, it should be possible to confirm iCeller's

(1971) suggestion as to the origin of the Cesrnekoy Tuff on the basis of

evidence supplied by staniaec amphorae.

5. The application of inicroprobe analysis

The distinctive feature of prow-stamp and Zenon amphorae is the large

quantity of pumice in their fabrics. Microprobe analysis of this glass

(polished thin section of prow-stamp amphorae have already been made)

would consolidate the connection between the two classes made by

mineralogical examination. It would be advantageous to do this owing,

on the one hand, to the r.ajor archaeological implications of moving the

proposed source of Zenon iearlier stamp) jars from FTgypt to the Hatqa

peninsula and relating two quite different amphora forms in this process,

and on the other, to act as confirmation of t!ie mineralogical results as

only very few samples are or could be marie) availaide.

Examination of a few samples of later Zenon stamped handles (from

the .'"'ritish ...useum collection?) would, at this stage, perhaps (ietermine

precisely their relationship to the earlier Zenon stamped jars, in terms

of fabric. This may produce negative results, ;;ut if tltcse later jar;; are

of similar, ie. volcanic rich, fabrics then microprobe analysis would be

valuable in the investigation of their relationship.

for two reasons it would be useful to compare the pumice in Koon

amphorae with that in the prow-stamp and Zenon jars. Firstly, the
occurrence of the same inclusions, both mineralogically and chemically,
in quite different series of amphorae is a warning against the application
of scientific analysis without regard to archaeological information. It

does, however, illustrate the potential for determining origin on a regional
basis where several centres are in close proximity, owing to the localised
distribution of the pyroclsstic material. Secondly, it would be good if
the Cesrnekoy Tuff (in the amphorae) could be matciied by microprobe
analysis to the xoan plateau-tuff (in the Koan amphorae), rat ler tlian
to deposits on the islanc of hdsyros. This would certainly settle the
question of trie origin of tne Cesrnekoy Tuff as an addition to the amphora
analysis. Chemical analyses of both the plateau-tuff and tuff deposits
are publisned, and samples if volcanic rock from h-dsyros are available
in the Fitch Laboratory (Curtis :?unnels collection).
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i^Ai- ^rs.^^rei5- kfis <:/?AtiAuci . /\-|2i> -t-ivAT -M<^ r\o>^
cu\A. )(c2n5>Cei X piriv\JisiA -fi^ AcicJ.SAA_j

- X -i-Lffo^KT -fhi- flzu|ci' ^trfit-le- ucAj
\fc^en£-kiA^ ^\A \e&jrfyoA c^ rVvv| i>Ao- (^_fttyAoor^s
rei<2ArX .

Uc^ |-\<3ure. K<Azt A- ndjxs^ fix)) /yv<?A-H\ uoi^

eJcx-Ht^fv (^TtsrobUj oazI oy\1j
ujXK -f-AcL reeJejJiOA Je£.Se_ bfelms } aazI &/\ASa^

uXjK (L. B '̂AajLj -tr,^ TD LfAA<JA I'\rrtr 7kciA)c5^i\j"}/\^
keMf-^<^ ok "Hvc^ "(TsjlrA^j KcAX>f> ok- HciXrit-Ks '̂ 3 ^^eo-r
n\f)t)v&r. x'c- -^oa^Kr \x>o^ +lviL caA Atxl- 3lYe_ shjl
^l^vze (OrkAu^K trcAj tut£J< <J>A sicu-^aiA^ ef--yis^
fTffve-- SKel- aX Ko/v\g_ ujdl, r6u>\i(^i-Aj^-{.lAfA: aluOcls
CV^CA| fC)US- I^OUA.^ \MCN\<2J^ —(?Ag. XAiUaA ^-ijx o)-)ar
I^L.viXr?vJi^/ty\ ) leruX TA-HicA SOA\e it!vj4\ CoT UtSiX

uit oJCnL AJblc. io CO r(\f(\\>jC\u&^ u'«>A Hs bi-u-hUr aaA

ATl acw uO{f^ (ftiiA ureA)"^ buX kcixrcL reXi_rvv^ aIsa

Xr btxAJUSe. xAt- 56^s /cM. -rAjs-t^ iKovjJA b^vib:
ujUa fiAftilo^ LOC^cs ^ikA -rlCiS AVAi^ kotp^cy\
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P uJorLvfxj KajtA O^dJUA^-r K)i (}aa\SAA!^ ^bikAliAC. for Iv7i

Look -for ChcfocA - k<^s r«/e,-TSAcG5 ^iv\ re-Kj^}.^
aaA jperMi. '̂Turxi -fo pabtiiK ^hojvs,

^:±;f(\ajfvv| rf\u.5^^t£jrr\? ^c^u^^ of- iisL. -
Ao rcfl,U?«i u^KAt if utivD prJkcbU^ oo^r ? X

V̂l-c urr^^lx^ tufiKfx^ rif\v| pc^\al^o^A.Vx^ ck^pf^ J|,lU- tUrt
^ uh\J kc avlxlK oUvA pVLhuTti. -to oo|)c_t,f. UiAj

^ S E \r\
-\-ru "to loAts-d" SDCfyt jpukUi)\G-r5 pctKa^? (it~ TocockYo
ONcdh^^S ^^KcJ<x \d«Aktr^ ^uukostL lAs . X re/^A (7r korJ

Aj3^l*^»A^ to 6-ct>^ TruSf fw Ox Su-kuGA^fA /or
^colortA p1«-KS. SpcMdA^j »f- Lolor - -fU. fw(A uukuk
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(Soi- C'lt wJAf AbouJ- 3 lueeks a^jc ijcu^ LOro/t_
fnxYv HejontK-s (.Kajt j. /VliS^grc-^ jj~ seows ^ AXtslAaA l^^j-
or tkreuJ AUJftjL| OXLT (J\<ak uJ]v7Jv sK^
rcuxlvrtL ai- tic. loM.^^ sa us^ 'S-re. Muj sejvAiJi^ |\£r
AAOtK®^ 5)ts^ S£U|S ~ih Lt)Ai fvo AWxlK^ J)uJr UJt_ CCLf\ AO

/Vai|uU<!U^^ UUOui^i UkcL OS -fo US(^
so Kai^c_ in ieE_ ujKoJ' urc_ coA tourlc oul' Acx.f

Mau\>«Kit, r K=m^ -|-k=_ Ch^or«vat«„ ftr
Xf ^uvx. ke)^ •,)-
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T cALloie. Kor re|5or)- fo J6ak 5a$5oa^ /le^lrj^OA
peiiArtracA^ fti /Mcdi 6m)Ud . ^
imperhxAt r^ftreAC^ C6rf\e- /n5A^ ii^ i>fi\AJUEL oi )^(Y\CAKflte|0
IX Ai llAlkA.tiL uiUr^ Idh^s ^S-h3^^c/3 <Ut.
iuts^ foiiAjA , X koju-t- Ai!)- jocke^l oH Kcr^ f\iiT fcJ^.

fo H.^- LeAk^ ( 6J-J)ai:e_ L'aW . luKiX 7s a'? e.Af x^
uj'x^kou-^ laj" J bouj- H iTTi^ tic.. Atiiui -fcAouj
ik D\xr ItknxAj. Ifclck uJAski rnvxtk \Ase - rt\0^stk| t»s)-s
a/vk toAtorzloALcJ ^ but* UillltAM c. }izuj<^s tk JmeS /O
U r ATa)c utkd- k^ou. u^AAf - X dX)iO<i-S dA tic_
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X AtU Ljovtv 5ocOv I>uJ~ u,'M\heJ ft
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P-^- Xes^ft-Ao^ rc&h?^ ^cJkt^ RoKarts' iJi^AikaoAJLieS cjl'JsjO
LA r.X buX sX<^ 5uLjipU| kf<\ Xv)rK some- laformAlToo
^otsT ^ tjijO olSv^ ke>.tc_ kc- -Vn ttte. Kgt".
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probability;that Amenhotep III lived long ^at (91 jars), and meat (rf/u jars), tl
enough to ^tness the beginning at least
of his 39th year on the throne.

To the evidence of the well-knowm
"Lake Scarabs" that Amenhotep III and
Queen Tiy were in residence in the Mal-
kata palace before the end of Regnal Year
11*^ we may now add that of three jar-
labels, two of which are dated to Year 8
(Type 197) and one to Year 9 (Type 1).
The labels of the 8th year occur on frag
ments of oil-jars found in the ruins of
what was probably the earliest building
of the royal group, the Palace of the King
(see Fig. 1). That of Year 9 was written
on the shoulder of a wine-jar re-used in
Year 34 (?) to contain honey and found in
the courtyard of the Amun temple (No.
209). In view of the complete absence of
inscribed jar-fragments dated to A'ears
2-7 and the extreme scarcity of those
bearing dates earlier than Year 30 of
Amenhotep III there can be little doubt
that the date "Regnal Year 1" occurring
on five examples of Label-type 6 refer, not
to the reign of this king, but to that of his
son and coregent, Akhenaten, who as
Amenhotep IV appears to have been ele
vated to the throne in or about the 28th

year of his father's reign.®' Since all the
labels of this type were found in the so-
called ^Middle Palace, it has been assumed
that this large and handsome building was
the young pharaoh's residence before his
departure to Tell el Amama.'®

The contents of the inscribed jars from
the palace of Amenhotep III consisted for
the most part of beverages, foodstuffs, and
unguents of well-known and frequently
discussed tjqjes.®" Predominant among
these were wine (285 jars), ale (298 jars),

8' See above, p. 35. n. 4. To the references cited
there add Steindorff. ZAS, XXXIX. 62-65; Roeder.
Af{/. InschT. Berlin, II. No. 19600; Petrie. Scarabs and
CvlindcTs. PI. X-XXI, 8; Lansing, Ball. Mil A, 1936,
pp. 12-14.

»»See above, p. 37 and n. 14.

»• See above, p. 35 and n. 5.

Other identified products (fowl, oil, milk,
honey, fruit, and incense) amounting all
together to only 134 jars.

The jars ofwine, though less numeroia?. j
than the ale and meat jars,®' are more
evenly distributed over the seventeen
regnal years covered by the dated labels,
two or more examples existing for every.'
year of the last decade of the reign.
a word normally denoting the fermented
juice of grapes, is the only expression for
"wine" occurring in the palace labels."
The superior vintages, imported into the
Thebaidoftenfromconsiderable distances,
are usually accompanied by their dates
and by the names of the districts from
whichthey came,the latter servingalso, as
with our modem vintages, to identify the
tj-pes ofwine in question. Sixty-eight jars
contained the highly prized "wine of the

»0 See the references given above, pp. 37-38. To
these we may add .lunker's detailed treatment of the
Old Kingdom offering lists (Giza II. 69-96). Montefi
Scenes dc la tie priree — Hartmann s L AtiricuUurt
dans Vane. Eaypte. Scharff's "Ein Rechnung.sbuch da
konigliehen Hofes ..." (ZjiS. LVII. 51-68). Stem'j
glossary to Papyros Ehers (Vol. II). Breastedi
glossary to The Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus (1,
511-76). Reisner's vocabulary of The Hearst M.dicd
Papyrus (14-48). Gardiner's Late Egyptian Miscel
lanies (Bibl. Aeg.. VII). Cern.C's pubUcations of th»
Cairo and Delr el Medlneh ostraka {Cat. gen. Mxt.
Caire, Nos. 25501-25385. and Documents dc fouillt,
Inst. fr. Caire, Vols. 3-6). Erlclisen's transcription
of Papyrus Harris I (Bibl. Aeg.. \ ). and. of comse.
the five volumes of the Wdrterbuch der
Sprache with the Belegstellen for Vols I and II. Tia
indexes to Breasted's .Inrifnl Records (Vol. V) ate
very helpful in controlling the numerous products
named in tomb and temple lists of the Eighteenth
Dynasty and later times.

••In sharp contrast to .Vmarna and other Ne*
Kingdom sites where the wine-jars constitute an over
whelming majority of all those found (.Amama. Pig.
XXII-XXV; City I. Pis. LXIII-L.XIV: City It, n
LVIII; Ramesseum, Pis. XIX-XX.XVHI; Z.4S,
LVIII, 25-36; etc.).

« I have found no examples of idh. "new wine" {?j.
as at Tell el Amama and elsewhere (Amama. Xo,-
63. 64; City 7. No. 74; City II. Nos. 31. 32: Gard . On..
A 564; Lucas. Materials, p. 37 [hdh is the product
which Lucas discusses under the heading "Gra;*
Juice"]; etc.); nor of palm-wine, date-wine, or »uj
of the other varieties known to the dynastic Egyptiwn
(see Lucas, op. dt.. pp. 31-33; Klebs, Reliefs . . . do
neuen Reiches, p. 61).

ill-

itlVcd, a, piuuUCL OX lUC lainuud

vineyards located in the northwest Delta
along the lower reaches of the ancient
Caiiopic arm of the Nile®® (Nos. 10, 11,
20, 21, 33, 46, 47, 54, 55, 57, 61, 66);and
fifteen others, "wine ofTjel" (7"Bno), from
the region adjoining the well-known bor
derfortress onthesiteofmodem TellAbu
Sefah in the extreme northeast comer of
the Delta®^ (Nos. 5, 51, 52, 74, 75, 76).
"Wine of Khor" (Sjura)®® was represented
by 8 jars (No. 77), "wine of the Oases"®®
by 3 jars (Nos. 19, 73), "wine of Per-
wesekh" (a locality in the oasis of
Kharga ?)®' by 2 jars (No. 49), and "wine
of Per-hebyt" (the modern Behbet el
Hagar in the central Delta)®' by 3 jars
(No. 41). Vineyards in the neighborhood
of the great city of Memphis contributed
at least 7 jars of wine (Nos. 3, 17, 25, 58)
and probably more.®® Individual labels
list "wine of the New Land" (B

" Gard., On., A 405—6: JEA, XXXI\ , 19—22.
»®Gard.. On.. A 419; JEA. V. 242 ff.: Vl. 99 £f.

The rare tree- or iilace-narae. pi occurring in
both examples of Label Xo. 52. is found also in a wine-
jar label from the Rame-f.-ifum (PI. XXI, Xo. 167) and
perhaps on an ostrakon from the Dira Abui Naga,
now in Brussels (Speleers. Rec. Inscr., Xo. 187).

" Gard., On., A 567.

» Gard., On.. A ,568. See also under A 564: .4marna.

No. 94; City I, PI. LXIII. K; City II, Nos. 29. 37;
Pap. Bouiak IS. XXXIII. 6. 7 (Scharff. zAs, LVII.
54); Pap. Harris I. 7, 10; Pap. Anastasi IV, ro., 14, 7;
Oa\ies, Tomb of Rckh-mi-Re'^. PI. XLIX; Tomb of
Puyfmri, PI. XXXI; Tombs of Menkhepcrrasonb,
.... pp. 8-9. Pis. VI, VIII; Fakhry. Bai!irta Oaeis,
pp. 14-15; Sethe, ZAS. LVI, 44-54. It is not clear
which, if any. particular oasis or group of oases is
referred to here. Kharga or Bai^iaria would seem to
be the most likely.

>• Cf. Gauthicr, Dirt, a^og., II. 73; I. 206; Gol-
^nischeff. Rer. trac., XV, 87-88. The puzzling final de

terminative ^ is clear in both e-xamples of this label.
Gauthier, op. cit.. II. IIO-II.

I.e.. those on which Memphis is not specifically
mentioned, but which were contributed by well-known
Memphite foundations or officials (e.g., Nos. 34. 35,
60. 79). Cf. A mania, PI. XXV, No. 93; City I. PI. LV.
9.

Gard.. On., A 60; Spiegelberg, ZAS. LVlll. 30:
Hayes, Ostraka and Xame Stones, p. 34. Ramesside
|ar-labels from Kantir in the Delta list "wine . . .
from the New Land on the west of Pi-Ra'tnesse-mi-
Amun" (Haznza, Ann. Serv., XXX, 43—45).

iNu. Da;, wme oi ine aDoue (sij ol -i . .

(No. 26), "wine of the Place" (p® hip(0:'®'
No. 72), and "wine of the orchard (^t Hi)
of Nebma'̂ re'̂ " (No. 60);'°® and in many
examples the wine is designated as coming
from a royal or private estate (pr), a
temple foundation (Hwt), or a particular
vineyard (klmw). Since the estates and
foundations produced other commodities
besides wine, thej' are more advantage
ously considered in a later section dealing
with sources in general (below, pp. 96 ff.).

Together with or in lieu of a designation
of source, the nature, purpose, or quality
of a wine is often indicated bj- an adjective
or adjectival phrase. Nineteen slender,
one-handled jugs of Syrian (?) t\-pe'°®con
tained "blended (?) wine" {irp sml: No.
85); two jars, dated respectively to Years
24 and 28, "wine for a happy return" (?)
{irp n hoy n/r:'°^ Nos. 2, 4); another, of
Year 33, "wine for (lit. of) taxes" (irp n
hlr{w): No. 29); and nine examples, all
probably of Year 38, "wine (for) offer
ings" {irp TO^(«;);'°® Nos. 62, 63). In'
twelve cases the wine i.s described as

"good" (n/r) and in twenty instances as
"very good" {nfr-nfr), these notations of

Wb.. X, 450 fr. Cf. Gauthier. Diet. geog.. IT. 19.
33-34.

>"2 In a second example of this label the word "^t

has its usual determinative. C~j. Cf. Hayes, op. cit..
No. 129; and for writings of(ft without thegenitival
adjective. Pap. Anastasi HI. ro.. 2, 5; 2, 12; Pap.
Rainer, 53, 6.

I" City I, PI. LI. Tyi>e XLI. p. 139; Schiaparelli,
Tomba ... deWarchitetto Cka, Fig. 124: Carter. Tomb of
Tut.ankh.Amen, III. 149. PI. L. C; Lucas. Materials,
p. 28. n. 4. The label in every case is written on the
shoulder of the jug at the base of the handle. The
three jars containing "wine of the Oases * (Nos. 19.
73) were also of this type.

"Wine for a good going-down" or possibly
"wine which goes down well." This curious, though by
no means unique, expression is discuased by Peet in
JEA, XIV. 182. In three of the five occurrences of the
phrase known to me (which include one on a wine-jar
sealing from the palace and the incomplete example
of Label No. 2) the verb hi (or h'y) has as itsdetermi-
native the walking legs On the use of with
the meaning "return (to Egypt) " see my note in JB 4
XXXV. 48 (h).

Ciiy I, 162, n. 8; City II, 105. PI. LVIII (17).
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quality or igrade being applied for the
most part to dthenvise unidentified vin
tages (Nos. 28, 86, 87, 88) or to wines
donated by private individuals (Nos. 15,
53, 78). Twenty-six jars bearing on their
shoulders the single word irp presumably
contained rvine of inferior quality, coming
perhapsfromlocal vineyards in the neigh
borhood of Thebes itself.

The absence of inscribed jars of ordi
nary beer (hnkt) is almost certainly at
tributable to the fact that this common
beverage, undoubtedly consumed in quan
tity by the inmates of the palace, was
produced day by day in breweries at
tached to the palace itself, making the
labeling of the vessels containing it not
only unnecessary' but absurd.'"® Converse
ly, we may suppose that another tyjie of
brew, snnt, for which we possess the frag
ments of almost three hundred elaborate

ly labeled jars (Nos. 90-117), was not a
local but an imported product, made per
haps of ingredients which were not ob
tainable in the neighborhood of Thebes.
One jar of snnt (Label 103 var.) was con
tributed by the mayor {hilyX of Tjebu,
capital of the Xth Nome of Upper Egypt
(modem Kau el Kebtr: Gard., On., A 461).
Otherwise we have no definite indications

of the geographical locations of the vari
ous royal and private estates which fur
nished srmt, and can only note that a
number of the donating officials—the
Vizier Huy, the Steward of Memphis
liuy, the Priest and Steward Meryup-

.tah'"'—held office and probably resided
in northern Egypt. Aniong the chief
sources of srmt were the estates of the
queens (see Nos. 94-98, 112),'"® a fact
which may indicate that the beverage was

io«The same seems to have held true elsewhere,
neither Tell el Amarna nor any of the other ates re
ferred to in nn. 18-39 having yielded a single inscribed
jar of hn^t-heer.

Nos. 103, 92 and 101 (2 examples of each do
nated by the Steward Huy), 109. See below, pp.
100-101.

Co-isj

one particularly favored by women. Tori
distinguish it from "beer" (hnkt), with*:
which it was obviously closely related
(though occasionally stored and served*
in a semisolid state),'"" I have adopted
the arbitrary translation "ale." In the
palace jar-labels the word srmt is always
determined by the jar 5 and is always
followed immediately by the word dbhw,
clearly a direct genitive rather than an
adjective or a participle, since in no case
does it agree in gender with srmt, known
from other sources to be a feminine noun.
I take the constmction to be similar to
that of irp mi'(w), "wine (for) offerings,"
and suggest the translation "ale (for)
offerings," or perhaps "ale (as) required
offerings," giving dbhw some of its basic
meaning."" The expression srmt dbhw oc
curs in two labels from Tell el Amama,'"
and in Papyrus Ebers (43, 17) we find the
phrase hnkt ndmt nt dbh(w), which is not
tran.slated in full by Ebbell,"" but which
apparently means "sweet beer of (the
type prescribed for) offerings." The very
frequent use of 6 as the determinative
of dbhw as well as of srmt must be an ex
ample of what Gardiner in dealing with a
comparable use of the word dbhw has
termed the "attraction of determina
tives.""' In one example of Label 105
(Fig. 9) the srmt is listed as coming from
a building or chamber called 8 tit, a word
otherwise unknouTi to me,'" but obvious-

^ n

ly equivalent to ^ ^ I—I, "the store
room," which replaces it in two other ex
amples of the same label.

Sixty examples In all. See also .4 mama, Nos.
70. 98.

Gard., On., A 563; Sethe, Dramatische Texlt,
pp.213-14.

See Wb., V, 440-41, especially p. 441, Belegst. 9. •
Amarna, Nos. 69. 70- Griffith (p. 34) does not'|

translate dbff^w.

The Ebert Papyru9, 55.
Xm. 77.

See, however, CUtt X. No. 20.

i
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San Francisco State University
1600 HOLLOWAY AVENUE • SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94132

SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES

Xm§rican^S(^aaPof Classical Studies
54 Souidias St.

October k, 198^

Dear Ms. Grace:

You wrote to me requesting more information about my talk on Mycenaean
wines and in particular the Egyptian use of nfr (good) and nfr-nfr (very good)
as a qualifier of wine. The talk which I gave at the 1980 meeting of the AIA
was published two years later in AJA as a short note ( 1 have enclosed an off
print of it for you). As you will see in the note, my main source of information
on the Egyptian reference has come from Professor Lesko who is now chairman
at Brown University. He had published a pamphlet on Tutankhamon's wine cellar
where he discussed the use of nfr and nfr-nfr. Since this pamphlet is not easily
obtained, I have xeroxed the relevant pages for you and enclosed them. Mr.
Lesko had also told me about some other passages where this Egyptia^word was
used to described the quality of wine. He indicated that thrrr ii^ra all be included
in his dictionary of Late Egyptian which I believe by now should have been printed.
My understanding from him is that the term is used in this way only in Late (Mew
Kingdom) Egyptian which, of course, would be contemporary with the Mycenaean
material.

I have also sent you a xerox of my article on the Thasian wine decrees which

appeared in The Ancient iiJorld in 1980.

Your mention that may have been used on some Ptolemaic wine jars is
fanciating and I would very much like to have an offprint when you have finished.
If I can be of any further helpj please let me know. I look forward to hearing
from you. In the future if; might be better to write to me at my home address
since the mail service on my campus is very slow at best. My home address in
397 Gravatt Dr.; Berkeley, Calif. 94705.

Phillip v. Stanley



Archaeological Notes
KN Uc 160 AND MYCENAEAN WINES*

Although the text of KN Uc 160 is fragmentary, it
nevertheless provides valuable information concerning
wineduring the Mycenaean period. Linesthreeand four
on the obverse are particularly informative. In line three,
the ideogram *131b (ill. 1) occurs, identified as "must,"
grape juice before and during fermentation.' In line
four, de-re-u-ko appears with the ideogram *131 (ill. 1).
This ideogram has beenfirmly identified as the determi
native for wine,^ while de-re-u-ko has been connected to
the Greek ykewos, the word Chadwick translates as
must.^ He admits there are certain difficulties in this in
terpretation: ". . .if de-re-u-ko is 'must,' *131b should
have a different meaning. . ." Chadwick suggests that the
difference is attributable to scribal error: the scribe wrote
sign *131, intending to write *13lb. To correct this er
ror, the scribe added the qualifier de-re-u-kod His solu
tion would not seem to account for the condition of the
tablet. If the scribe made the correction after the tablet
had dried, as Chadwick assumes from the fact that *131
was not simply erased and replaced by *131b, then nei
ther could the new word {de-re-u-ko) have been written
in as it now appears on the tablet. The strokes are exact
ly like those incised into moist clay and not the surface
scratches which are found on tablets that show check

marks made after the clay dried.^ If the scribe made no
correction, then de-re-u-ko and the ideograms *131 and
*131b need to be reconsidered.

Linear B

*131

*131bS

Egyptian

*M43

111. 1. Ideograms for wine

Chadwick indicated that yXfVKOs (yXvKvs) is found in

* This note is an expansion of a paper which the author read
at the annual meeting of the AIA in 1980 {"De-re-u-ko and
Mycenaean Wines"). I particularly wish to thank Dr. A.L.H.
Robkin and Ms. Nancy Tersini who discussed with me and read
the paper making several helpful suggestions; however, any er
rors are entirely the author's.

' J. Chadwick, Documents in Mycenaean Greek?- (Cambridge
1973, hereafter Docs?) 223, 441. Bennett disagrees with this
distinction and sees no difference between ideograms *131 and
*131b, even though both are found together in other texts, e.g.,
PY Un 267: E.L. Bennett, in L.R. Palmer and J. Chadwick eds..
Proceedingsof the Cambridge Colloquium on Mycenaean Studies
(Cambridge 1966) 13-15.

^Docs? 223; Bennett (supra n. 1) 12.
' J. Chadwick, "Mycenaean Wine and the Etymology of TAt;-

Kvs," Minos 9 (1968) 197 (hereafter Chadwick, Minos). Chad
wick correctly takes yAeSxos to be a variant spelling of7X0x0?.

inscriptions and literary texts from the 5th century B.C.
to the late Roman period, and he refers to three early
inscriptions from Gortyn in which this word is found.'
To these should be added a 5th century inscription from
Thasos, IG XII suppl. 347 I, dated by Daux to 425
B.C.' The first line of this text mentions •yAeC/cos and
OLVos as two separate items which cannot be purchased
before the first of Plynterion. Since the Thasian month
Plynterion should probably be identified with the Attic
month Skirophorion (June/July), this prohibition
would indicate that the Thasian regulation was institut
ed to restrict the purchase of wine futures. The purchas
er would contract for and buy grape juice at a preharvest
date; he would not acquire this juice until after pressing,
but probably before storage and fermentation.® In this
case, both oivos and yXcCKos were used for must.

The use of two distinct terms instead of a word like
Tpv^ for must suggests that the formulators of this regu
lation had in mind some difference other than fermented

versus non-fermented, which would be the distinction if
oivos is taken as wine and yAeCxos as must. A similar
contrast is found in the inventory lists from Delos. In
several inscriptions quantities and values of items held
by the various temples on the island are recorded; among
the itemslistedin the sametextsare oi'iios and yAeuKos.'
In the texts where both occur, the recorded quantities
and values for each indicate that yXevKos is scarcer and
more valuable than otVos, which would be strange if
yXevKos were only must. Some distinction other than
fermented or non-fermented exists between these two
terms.

Hesychius defined yXevKos as the juice which flowed
from the grapes before treading,'" the first juice which
oozes from the ripe grapes naturally. It has a high sugar
content and is therefore extremely sweet. In contrast to
the total amount of juice produced by pressing, it com
prises only a small percentage of the total volume. An
cient evidence indicates that this first juice was used in
the making of premium wines. Homer refers to a special
wine, Pramian, whichwas madefrom the juice acquired
before treading." Pliny also mentions a prized wine

* Chadwick, Minos 197.
^See photographs in Chadwick, Minos pi. 3 a and c.
^ Chadwick, Minos 194. Inscriptiones Creticae 4, 77.3; 79.4;

144.4.

' G. Daux, "Nouvelles inscriptions de Thasos," BCH 50
(1926) 214.

®For a discussion of this regulation, see Daux (supra n. 7)
214-15; G. Mantzoufas, La loi thasienne FXeGxo? )x7/8« oivov sur
le commerce du vin (Athens 1967) 9-19; and P. Stanley, "Two
Thasian Wine Laws: a Reexamination," Ancient World 3 (1980)
88-90.

' IG XP 401.18; 440.62; 445.3-4.
Hesychius s.v. yXeCxo?: to a-noarayna r-qs <rTa<pv\qs irplv

TsaTTjOij.
" //. 11.639; Od. 10.235. Cf. Dioskorides 5.9; Nikander Alex.

163.
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from Knidos called by him protropum, a sweet wine
drawn off before treading.'^ Both of these authors are
describing wines made from •yAeuKos, so the term yXeS-
Kos in the Thasian and Delian inscriptions probably also
refers to wines made from grape juice acquired before
treading. These various occurrences of ykiVKos indicate
that in antiquity the term could be used to describe either
must or a quality wine, a contention supported by other
ancient references.

rXeuKOs was prized because it could be kept longer
than pressed juice.'' It was fermented,'"' drunk," and
used for medicinal purposes.'^ In fact, Nikander implies
that it was a type of wine distinct from oivoj." If the
term yXevKOs was used in this way in succeeding eras,
the term de-re-u-ko may have been used in a similar
fashion in the Linear B text Uc 160; to indicate either the

first juice or a quality wine made from it.
Such a use of de-re-u-ko would indicate that the My-

cenaeans were aware of gradations of wines. Similar
rankings also occurred elsewhere during the Late
Bronze Age. In Egypt, seals were placed on estate-bot
tled vintages which would guarantee their quality. Other
distinctions were also made; the word njr was used to
indicate an average grade of wine while nfr-nfr indicated
a better quality.'® The Mycenaeans probably used a
similar method of ranking. The use of de-re-u-ko plus
ideogram *131, as suggested above, most probably indi
cated the highest grade. The differences between ideo
grams *131 and *131b need to be reconsidered in light of
this ranking.

Both are associated with wine, but the association of
*131b with must appears problematical. The two signs
are similar except for the reduplication of the lower por
tion, which in itself does not suggest that fermentation
has taken place, the distinction necessary if *13lb is
taken as must and *131 as wine. Rather, the reduplica
tion appears to parallel the Egyptian use of nfr and nfr-
nfr to distinguish the quality of wine. The Mycenaeans
may actually have borrowed this method of distinguish
ing wines from the Egyptians. The Linear B denomina
tions *131 and *131b may have been first associated
with wine because of their resemblance to the Egyptian
ideogram for wine (ill. 1): the Egyptian sign depicts a
vine on two props and the Linear B signs represent a
vine prop." This association of the two sets of ideo-

'2 Pliny HN 14.9.75.

" R-J- Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology 3^ (Leiden
1965) 115.

"LXX Job 32.19.
'5 Acts 2.13.

" Nikander Alex. 299; fr. 70.13.
" Nikander Alex. 178-79.
'« L.H. Lesko, King Tut's Wine Cellar (Albany 1977) 22-33. -
"Z)ocj.2 35, 130-31.

The fact that de-re-u-ko *131 is found only on one text to
date should notargueagainst the proposed interpretation; in fact,
its rarity may actually support the conclusions stated here. If, as
has been suggested, de-re-u-ko *131 refers to a wine made from

grams, the Egyptian and the Linear B, provides support
for the contention that the reduplicated lower portion of
*131, like the reduplication of nfr, indicated a better
quality of wine than that represented by the unredupli-
cated sign, *131b. Therefore, ideogram *131b should be
understood as a denomination for wine and must, but
that of an inferior or lesser quality to that indicated by
unqualified *131.'° It appears from this discussion that
the Mycenaeans distinguished at least three grades of
wine: the best being de-re-u-ko *131; second, unquali
fied *131; and, third, unqualified *131b.

Phillip V. Stanley

DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICS

SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94132

THE DEATH OF PEDASOS

(PI. 76)

For Martin Robertson

The large amphora Type B(pi. 76,fig. 1) formerly in
theRos collection was published byHansjorg Bloesch as
his contribution to the Festschrift for Ernst Homann-
Wedeking.' In his article, Bloesch discussed the new res
toration of the vase and rightly attributed it to Exekias
himself (in itsoverpainted state, it was judged tobeonly
in his manner').

On the obverse of this handsome amphora there is a
representation of a war chariot to left accompanied by
three warriors, one of them in oriental dress, who run
alongsidethe team on its right-hand side. The left-hand
trace horsehas fallen on its right side, dragging the left-
hand polehorsedownon its knees. The other two horses,
wildly excited by this unexpected event, plungeforward
as the charioteer grips the reins tightly trying to keep
control. The warrior next to him, on his left, leans for
ward slightly, holding his round shield (device; a scor
pion) and two spears, his left leg bent sharply (his
greaved calf appears between the chariot box and the
right edge of the panel; his foot extends into the black
glaze).

So far this dramatic, tense picture has not been identi-

the first juice acquired before treading, it would be a scarce
commodity, since little grape juice is produced in this manner as
compared to that from pressing. The rarity ofde-re-u-ko *131 in
the Linear B documents tends to speak in favor of the idea that
the commodity was rare, prizedand valued.

* I wish to thank M.A. Littauer and D. von Bothmer for
reading the manuscript and offering many helpful suggestions for
its improvement.

' H. Bloesch, "Heilsame WSsche," Wandlungen. Studien zur
antiken und neueren Kunst (Waldsassen-Bayern 1975) 84-89.

^ABVUl, 5.
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Scene of fanning wine-jars,
from the Amarna tomb of
Parennefer (redrawn from
Norman de Garis Davies,
The Rock Tombs of El
Amarna, Part VI, plate iv).

]Vme Labels from Tell elAmarna

In Tut s tomb we have unopened bottles of wine. Proof of cellars in
other reigns as well is provided by collections of sherds from discarded
wine-jars that still have their labels. Of collections of wine labels found at
various townsites one of the most important dates to the reign of
Tutankhamen's father-in-law Akhenaton (possibly also his older broth
er). One hundred sixty-five labels were found in several different areas
within Akhenaton's capital city and religious center, Akhetaton (modern
Tell el Amarna). These labels contain much the same type of information
concerning date, beverage (wine or ^dly), esta'tfe, vineyard, and vintner.
Additional information from some of these slightly older labels sheds
even more light on the Egyptians' k'nelling practices. Most jars were
labelled simply trp "wine," but about nine had the designation trp nfr
"good wine," and eleven had nfr nfr indicating "very good wine." Three
wines were called maa'"gemxme" and again only four were nd77i "sweet."
One jar was labelled "for merry making" and presumably was not of the
best quality.

Three different kinds of wine jars found at Tell el Amarna, and two clay stoppers.
(Reproduced courtesy of the Visitors of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford).

WINE LABELS OF TELL EL AMARNA 27
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Twenty-six different estates are represented in this collection of
labels. Some of these estates belonged to Pharaoh Akhenaton, his queen
Nefertiti, their daughters and successor Smenkhkare, and Akhenaton's
father Amenhotep III and his chief wife Tiy. The overwhelming majority
of wines came from the "Estate of Aton," the estate belonging to the
priesthood of the Aton Temple. Most of the wine came from the "Western
River" or Canopic branch of the Nile, and several specific basins and
vineyards of' the Western River area are indicated. A few labels list the

•I •• , '•

f'*-- • .

Boar carrying shipment of wine from the north, from Theban Tomb 261.

-— V- iTZTV' >C"-

28 WINE LABELS OF TELL EL AMARNA

Two wine-jar labels from Tell
el Amarna. One contained a

Delta wine and was dated to
year 10 (BM 57457) and the
other a wine from the

southernoasis datedto year8
(BM 59379). The dried vitis
vinifera grapes came from a
New Kingdom Theban tomb
(BM 5734).

(p. 22-
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Southern Oasis as point of origin, and some have other local designations,
but none came from the area of Tellel Amarna. Almost all the wine had to

be brought up-stream 300 miles to the capital city. It is interesting to note
that many members of the royal family and bureaucracy owned their own
vineyards so far away from their residences. Obviously Egypt's best wine-
producing areas were located in the Delta and land there became very
desirable.

The highest regnal year dates represented in the Amarna finds were
years 28 and 30, probably belonging to Amenhotep III, Akhenaton's
father. Three other wines with lower years dates (10,13, and 17) from the
"Estate of Amenhotep III" may be dated to Akhenaton's reign, unless
wines that were already quite old were brought to this city founded in
Akhenaton's fifth year. Two other possibilities are that these jars were
also reused with old labels left untouched or that there had been a long
coregency between Amenhotep III and Akhenaton as has been suggested
on the basis of other evidence.

Almost every one of the seventeen years of Akhenaton's reign is
represented on the Amarna labels except his eleventh; and some years are
much better represented than others. In spite of the present poor
condition of many of the labels, it does seem that there may be some
correlation between the years with the greatest representation and the
most frequent occurrence of the descriptive "nfr (good)," although not
every wine of such years is so designated. This could indicate that the
Egyptians had vintage years, perhaps dependent upon the height of the
annual inundation as much as upon other climatic factors such aswind and
rain.

The important difference to be noted between the labels from Tut's
cellar and those from Amarna is that while the Tut wines represent the
very special selection of wines for a king, the labels from Amarna should
be more representative of the varying quality andquantities of wines of
different vintages to be found in a capital city of ancient Egypt. It is
interesting to note that the number of broken estate bottled wine-jars
accumulated at this royal capital during almost twelve years was not that
much greater than the number of jars of such wines buried with Pharaoh
Tutankhamon, one ofEgypt s lesser kings. Wine must have been kept back
for special occasions, but even then, toaccount for thecomparatively small
number of jars at Amarna, most empty jars remaining intact must have
been returned to the estates for recycling.

WINE LABELS OF TELL EL AMARNA 29
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The two Thasian laws (T.G. xii suppl. 347 I & II), first
published by Daux in 1926 and assigned by him to ca.
425 B.C. and ca. 415 B.C., respectively,^ established
controls over the" island's wine industry. Although
discussed by Picard in 1949^ and Mantzoufas in 1967,^
theyhave not received the attention that they deserve for
elucidating economic practices on Thasos during the
fifth century. Both laws illuminate not only economic
practices on the island but also the interaction between
the economic and political structures and the extent of
government control over and involvement in the
economy.

These laws contain five separate regulations with an
implied sixth one in the text; each has three parts: the
legal restriction, the penalty and the procedures for
prosecution. However, before proceeding with any
discussion of the individual regulations, it would,
perhaps, be useful to provide a copy of the text and a
translation.

I.G. XII, suppl. (1939), 347, I.

1 rXEUKoq unSc olvov lo xapTro to ini Ti)tq dpit£[Xtm dov-]
•2 EciOai Ttpo VEOpqvinq flXuvTripioivoq" 6q 5'av 7t[apaPdq]
3 npirjTai, 6(pEi>.ev oTaTfjpa ;mpu oTUTf|pa, to pev i"i[puou]
4 Tfji noXi, TO 5'iipuou TOii Sixaaapevciii' 5ixn 5' guTU Kaftd-]
5 JCEp Tcbp Piaimv 6q 5'fiv ep niBoiq olvov npiriTai, ttiv tbv-
6 ^v Kupiiiv Jvai fiv Tdq jtiGoq ar^pfiviiTai.

1 Plxai Ktti]
2 0<oiai Koi dnEvyuai Ecrrmv KUTd TouTd' fiv 5k. pT|5Eq d!rE[vY\)-l
3 fit, ol^Td^ "ipdq TTiv fiTieipov imTETpappEvoi fiiKacrdofloiv 6T[e]
4 5' fiv vixriocoai, Tfjq noXecoq f| Guifi EcrTCO Ttfioa- fiv 5k ol Etutet-
5 pappLvoi pf) SticdcTWVTat ituOopevoi, auToi ttjv G(oii)v 5i7t-
6 Xrioiriv 6(pEX6vTtov fiiKaCTdoGo} 8e 6 PoXopEVoq Kara TauTd,
7 Koi Tfjq Gcoifjq to npuou Ictxetco, koI Tf|v Sixriv ol Sripiopyo-
8 i 56vt(a)v) xard twv iTtiTETpappevuv xa(Td) TOUTd' priSs nXoTov

Gd-

9 aiov ^EviKov olvov eaayeTd) eaoj'AG((o) Koi ftaxelTi?" ^15E pf|,
10 Tuq aiiTuq Otoidq fitpeXETCo fioKEp (6)(?) rcapd t6v olvov CSup

napa-

11 xEuv, Kai 6 KupEpvTiTTiq Ttjv auTTiv Goiiriv 6(pEXtTW al 5e SIk-
12 ai Kai al drtEvyuai eotcov kotu TauTd" pn5e k^ dp<pope(ov pf)-
13 6e Ek niGdtcviiq pf|5* veuSotcIGo kotuXi^etco pnSEq- 6q 5'fi
.14 V nuXrp, Sixai Kai dTtevyOai Kai Gcoiai eotov KOTd TOUTd k-
15 aTUKcp TO iiSaToq Tfjq Jtapaxdcnoq.

- —- ^-.

s^ y..
(o-Xf

Two Thasian Wine Laws:

a Reexamination*

I. The sweet wine or the wine from the fhiiton the vine is
not to be sold before the first of Plynterion; but whoever,
disobeying, purchases it owes stater per stater, half to
the city and half to the initiator of the action. The
procedures should be the same as actions for assault..
Whoever purchases wine in pithoi, let the sale to be
valid, if he stamps the pithos
II. (.. . the actions,) fines and sureties should be in
accordance with the same conditions. But, if someone
does not provide sureties, the magistrates charged with
relations with the mainland should bring charges. If
they prevail, the entire fine belongs to the city. If they,
being apprized of the matter, do not initiate
proceedings, they will owe double the fine. Whoever

"may wish can initiate the action in accordance with
these conditions and let him have half of the fine. The
demiorgoi will give judgement against the magistrates
in accordance with the same conditions.

No Thasian ship may import foreign .wine between
Athos and Pacheie. If this is not obeyed, he [the

•captain?] will owe the same fines as that for watering
wine; also the steersman will be liable to the same fine.
The actions and sureties should be in accordance with :
the same conditions.

No one may sell, by retail, either from amphorae, a
cask or a false-pithos. Whoever does, the actions, the
sureties and the fines should be in accordance with the
same conditions for diluting withwater.

i. Regulation 1
The first regulation ft 1-5), restricted the purchase

and sale of gleukos and wine from the fhiit still on the
vine before the first of the month Plynterion. Daux
argued correctly that this restriction is an example of
emptiospei and wasdirectedat the large wine merchant
who purchased directly from the vineyard. It would
limit speculation, establish a specific date before which
sale wasnot valid and permita more precise estimate of
the quality and quantity of the crop.'̂

• I wish to express my personal thanks to Professor R. Sealey who
read this article and made several important suggestions, and to Sir
M.I. Finley for several bibliographical references. However, any
errors are entirely the author's, despite their assistance.
' G. Daux, "Nouvelle Inscriptions de Thasos," BCH 50 (1926)
214-226. (Hereafter quoted as: Daux)
^ M.C. Picard. " Gaoiaxa."RA 29-30 (1949)241.
^ G. Mantzoufas, La Loi Thasienne FAEUxoi jiTde omov sur le
Commerce du Vin. (Athens: 1967) p. 3. (Hereafter quoted as:
Mantzoufas.)

Daux, pp. 217-18.
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Mantzoufas took issue with this suggestion, pointing
out that there is no other evidence outside of the
Thasian law itself for such a concept. He went on to
state that Greek law of sale stipulated certain
conditions: a contract of sale depended on the actual
payment of the price andonthe existence ofthe object,
i.e., it must be concrete, individualized and corporal.
Thepromise of a future item would not be binding on
either the seller or the buyer.

If this regulation is not an example of emptio spei,
Manzoufas argued, the stipulation of a specific date,
before which the contract would not be valid an after
which it would, means that after this date the fruits were
considered as moveable objects, separate and legally
independent, while physically still attached to the vine
and wouldbe turned overto the buyer, after payment of
the price.®

Primarily Mantzoufas' argument against emptio spei
is one from silence, which, in this case, is not adequate;
the Thasian regulation itself is sufficient proof for the
existence of the concept. Furthermore, there is no
indication in the regulation that the buyer ever took
immediate possession of the fruits. In fact, the
regulation does not mention the sale or purchase of
fruit, as claimed byMantzoufas. Instead it is restricting
the sale and purchase of two separate and distinct
items: yAtuxoc and o'vot^. Hesychius defined yXevxoc,
asjuice which flows from the grapes before treading.® It
wasparticularlyvalued because it could be kept longer
than pressed juices.^ It was fermented,® drunk®^and
used in medical remedies." The second term, oivo^,
would then refer to what was acquired from the treading
of the grapes. The qualifier to xagno to cm rrji^ apntXr]iQ
indicates that the grapes were still on the vine at the
time of purchase. Therefore, this regulation limited the -
sale and purchase of two separate and distinct types of
juices. The buyer was not purchasing the fruit itself but
rather its product after harvesting and pressing. This
suggests that the buyer was not directly involved with
harvesting and probably did not have any rights over
the fruit beforepressing. Sinceit was the product of the
grapes which the buyer purchased and not the fruit
itself, Mantzoufas' suggestion is not valid.

' Mantzoufas, pp. 9-19. Most of his conclusions are based upon
principals defined and established by Pringsheim in The Greek Law of
5a/e (Weimar; 1950). There are many problems and misconceptions
in this work. Several of the major issues have been discussed by Finley
in The Use and Abuse of History (pp. 147-152). Perhaps the most
important misconception is Pringsheim's attempt to generalize about
economic law in the Greek world; he tended to ignore any differences
which may have existed between the various city-states. Mantzoufas
has also fallen into this trap when he attempts to fit the Thasian laws
info his general concept about Greek laws regulating the sale of
commodities.

' Hesychius: yAruxoe'to onoordypa T^CoracpuArj^neivnaTirilit.
' HJ. Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology (Leiden: 2nd ed. 1965)
III 115.

' Cf. Job 32. 19 where the speaker compares his heart to gleukos

As for the date mentioned in the regulation, Daux
identified the Thasian month Plynterion with the Attic
month of Skirophorion (June/July)." If this connection
is correct, it means that before mid-June it was illegal to
sellor purchase grape-juicefor wine-making; after that
date the contract was valid. Vintage time in the
northern Aegean was at the end of summer in
September." This vintage date indicates that Plyn
terion is too early to harvest any grapes for wine since
the sugar content in the grapes is not sufficient for
fermentation." In fact, at this time, mid-June, the
grapes would just be setting on the vines and could not
be picked for several months. This regulation,
therefore, limiting the period when it was legal to
purchasewine-juice beforeharvesting the grapes, was a
curtailment of speculative buying. After Plynterion
such speculations were legal and possible. This
limitation indicates that the concept of emptio spei was
not unknown in ancient Greece, as Daux had already
argued. Although suggesting this conclusion, he did
not considerthe regulation's implicationsor reasons for
passage.

Such purchasing would have been a risk for both
buyer and seller. The buyer would hope that a record
crop was grown that year, more than justifying his price,
whereas the grower, or seller, would sell in order to be
assured a profit should the crop fail or be below

•expectation. If the output was below expectation, the
speculator would soon realize that he was going to lose
money unless he increasedthe priceof the final product,
the wine. This regulation would not eliminate specula
tivebuying but only limit the period for it.

This is not the only ancient example of limitations on
such purchases. At Athens there was a limit on the
amount of grain that a sitopoles could purchase at one
time: a limit of 50 measures." This would prevent
dealers from hoarding grain, a practice which could
result in an artificial shortage and higher prices. The
Athenians also established a maximum profit which a
sitopoles could earn; he was allowed by law to increase
his price by no more than one obol per medimnus above
the going rate.^®

seeking a vent and bursting a brand-new wineskin.
' Cf. Acts 2. 13 where intoxication on gleukos is mentioned and
Lucian£p. 5at. 12.
" NicanderA/ex. 299 and fr. 70. 13. Nicander implies that g/eufcos
was distinct from wine in general (Alex. 178-9). Cf. Arist. Mete.
380b32; P. Petr. 3 p. 149; Dsc. 5.6.

" Daux,p.217.

" Gomme HCT 111 551 n. 84. 1. Cf. Thuc. 4. 84. 1; Hesiod O.D.
612-614.

" For a discussion of wines and wine-makig in the ancient world see
Pliny N.H. 14 and H. Michell, Economics of Ancient Greece
(Cambridge: 1940) pp. 190-192.

" Lysias 22.5-6.
" Lysias 22.8.
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At Delos, a law, assigned to the 3rd century
controlled the importation and sale of wood and
charcoal for fuel. This law required importers to
register their goods and priceswith the agoranomoi and
pentekostologoi and to sell the items themselves.
Importers could sell them at neither a higher nor a
lower price than that which was registered. Schulhof
and Huvelin correctly suggested that the ability to lower
the price would have resulted in a series of speculations
and bargainings of which the consumer would incur the
expense.^' Fixing the price and requiring the importer
to sell his own wares would have prevented speculative
buying; purchasing cheap and selling at an inflated
price.

Finally, we should consider the reason for the
enactment of this first regulation. Three possible
explanations can be proposed. First, the rule was
created ex nihilo; there were no precedents either actual
or legal for it. But such an interpretation is neither
reasonable nor plausible. Greek legislation tended to
develop out of concrete situations and were designed to
regulate, limit or legalize existing practices rather than
to create them.

Second, the regulation extended the period when
buyers could legally purchase wine futures. Before its
passage such purchases were legally restricted to some
date after the first of Plynterion. If this regulation
extended the period of speculative buying to a date
earlier than that of harvest-time, this would mean it was
introducing the concept of emptio spei. If such were the
case, one might expect more details, particularly
concerning transfer, possession and delivery of the
purchased item. Since there are not, this does not
explain its enactment. Furthermore, an extension of
time from a date between harvest and the first of

Plynterion also does not appear to be valid. The
Athenian law on grain speculation, the Delian law
concerning wood and charcoal and other restrictive
laws, such as Solon's limitation on the exporting of
agricultural products out of Attica,^' were designed to
limit, not encourage, activities like speculation. This
regulation probably had the same purpose.

Therefore the third proposal appears to be the most
plausible: the Thasian regulation limited the period
when speculative buying of wine-futures was legal.
Before its passage it was not only legal to purchase
wine-juice before Plynterion but was actually done.
Such practices probably led to abuses which necessitat-

" Durrbach, Delos 509; E. Schulhof and P. Huvelin, "Fouilles de
Delos," BCH 31 (1907) 50-52. (Hereafter quoted as: Schulof and
Huvelin)

" Schulof and Huvelin, p. 62.
" Plut. 5o/on 24.

" I.e. XII suppl. 349 A and B.
J. Pouilloux, Etudes thasiennes: Recherches sur I'histoire et les

ed the enactment of this regulation and the govern
ment's involvement in a local industry.

After the regulation came the penalty and legal
procedures to be followed. The penalty was assessed on
the buyer, not the seller, and the buyer was to pay, as a
fine, the price of his illegal purchase, half to the city and
half to the individual initiating the action. The state,
evidently, relied upon informers for enforcement. Un-
fortuantely the regulation does not stipulate any
officials to whom violations should be reported,

ii. Regulation 2
The second regulation (I 5-6), stipulated that pithoi,

containing wine, must be stamped by the buyer for the
sale of the wine to be valid. Pouilloux incorrectly
associated this regulation with another Thasian
inscription concerning the karpologoO^ These officials
he argued, should be identified with the eklogeis of
Samothrace and were also responsible for the collection
of Athenian tribute, tribute raised from a tax on
produce, primarily wine. This regulation, therefore,
concerned the collection of that tax and the stamp,
referred to in it, was an indication of its payment.^"

Gofas, while rejecting the suggestion that the
karpologoi were responsible for tribute payments,
accepted that they collected a produce taxi, suggested in
this regulation. To support the existence of a Thasian

' produce tax, he must rely on Ptolemaic documents and
a Hadrianic law which, he argued, was modeled on an
earlier Athenian one."

There are several major objections to this conclusion.
First, there is no indication that the karpologoi
inscription and the second regulation are connected;
neither mentions or implies the other. Second, nowhere
in the second regulation, or even in the two wine laws,
are taxes mentioned, or even implied. Third, it is more
reasonable to associate these later wine laws with an
earlier one, ca. 480-470 B.C." All three concern the
same commodity, wine, have similar language and
probably concern the same situation, the sale and
production of wine. If this is correct, this regulation did
not control the collection of a produce tax, since
Herodotus specifically stated that the Thasians did not
pay any tax on crops.^^ Nor did he indicate that the
situation had changed. Therefore, another interpreta
tion for the second regulation is needed.

Daux suggested two interpretations which he tried to
link together. The stamp, placed by the buyer,
indicated the transfer of property, guaranteeing the

cultes de Thasos (Paris: 1954) I 129-134. (Hereafter quoted as:
Pouilloux.)

" D.C. Gofas. "Les Carpologues de Thasos,"
337-370.

" SEG XVlll 347; D.C. Gofas, "L' oQxot; vrjidiqt a Thasos," BCH 95
(1971)245-257.

" Hdt.6.46.

BCH 93 (1969)
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validity of not only the present transaction but also of
all future transactions. It would also be used to settle

any disputes arising over storage rights. Cato,
commenting on Roman practices, stated that if a buyer
did not remove his wine from storage before the first of
October, the seller acquired ownership of it." Daux
argued that this was also the practice at Thasos.^' He is
correct in suggesting that the stamp indicated a transfer
of ownership: however, to link Roman practices with
this regulation is going beyond the evidence. The wine
industry at Thasos, or in Greece, is still too poorly
understood for such an assumption.

Finally, the reason for its passage needs to be
considered. There had probably been disputes over
ownership of wine, occurring in the spring when the
wine was transferred from pithoi to smaller vessels.^®
The sale in dispute most likely would have been
concluded at harvest time when the wine was stored.
This regulation would eliminate such disputes, the
stamp serving as proof of ownership. This regulation
would also eliminate two type of fraud, to wit, the
seller would not be able to sell the same wine twice and
would not be able to substitute a cheaper quality of
wine.

hi. Regulation 3
The end of the first law and the beginning of the

second are not extant; the central area had been reused
for a later inscription, ca. 2nd century A.D. Daux
indicated that about twelve lines are missing," and '
Mantzoufas would restore at least two other regula
tions.^' However, the number of regulations erased
cannot be determined with any certainty.

The extant portion of the third regulation (II 1-8),
begins with judicial procedures, as can be seen from a
comparison with the end of the fourth regulation (II
11-12); similar wording is used. Although the regula
tion itself is not extant, certain conclusions can be
drawn from what remains. Since the others controlled

the buying and selling of wine, this one probably also
controlled some aspect of the wine industry. Also the
reference to officials concerned with the mainland
suggests that this regulation restricted the purchase or
sale of winein this area or its importation there.^'

iv. Regulation 4
The fourth regulation (II 8-12), prohibited the

" M.Cato, DeAgricuftura 148.2.
" Daux.pp.219-220.
" C. Seltman, Wine in the Ancient World (London; 1957) pp. 70-71;
V. Grace, Amphoros and the Ancient Wine Trade (Athens; 1961) pp.
2-3.

Daux,p.214.
" Mantzoufas, pp. 27-28.

The mention of these officials would indicate that before 415 B.C.

the mainland had been returned to Thasian control. For a discussion

of the problem about Thasian control of the mainland and for a

importing of foreign wines by Thasian merchant ships
to the area of Thrace between Mt. Athos and Pacheie."
Mantzoufas agrued that this is an example of
protectionism, suggesting that all foreign wines were
excluded from the mainland and that the third

regulation, which is missing, restricted the importation
of foreign wines by foreign ships.'^ His suggestion while
tempting is not proven. It would be necessary to
demonstrate that foreign wines were not imported to
this area. But until that can be shown, one should
consider only what is actually extant and try to under
stand its purpose and function.

In actuality the regulation limits only two types of
importation. First, Thasian ships are forbidden from
transporting any foreign wines from the island of Thasos
to the mainland. Second, it is not permissible for a
Thasian ship to take a cargo of non-Thasian wines at a
foreign port and to unload it within the designated area.
A Thasian ship with such a cargo must sell it at either
another foreign port or Ifhasos, neither of which were
restricted.

This regulation, therefore, is an example of
protectionism,'^ but more limited than the monopoly
proposed by Mantzoufas. The Thasians, desirous of
insuring the sale of their wine, restricted what they could
actually control. Harbor officials on the mainland,
perhaps appointed at Thasos, could inspect the cargoes
of Thasian ships unloading there, but it would not be
possible to monitor them in foreign ports. Further
more, the Thasians may not have found it to their
advantage to restrict cargoes of foreign vessels whose
captains would consider it easier to trade elsewhere.

The individual held responsible for violations is not
mentioned in the regulation. However, since the
steersman would also be subject to the same fine, this
would imply that the captain is the unexpressed person.
His absence here suggests that he was referred to in an
earlier regulation, perhaps the previous one.

V. Regulation 5
The fifth regulation (II 12-15), forbids the sale of

wine in amphorae, casks and pseudopithoi. Daux
argued that this indicates that there was, at Thasos, a
standard capacity for each vessel type mentioned and
that the restriction controlled only traders dealing in
bulk, ordinary individuals being able to use any of the

bibliography see R.Meiggs, The Athenian Empire (Oxford; 1972) pp
83-87,570-578,

" Both references are taken to be on the coast of Thrace; however,
the exact location of Pacheie is disputed. See Daux, p. 224 n. 1;
Pouilloux, p. 128; and E. Ziebarth, Der griec'hische Kaufmann im
Alterium (Munich; 1939) p. 9.

" Mantzoufas, pp. 224-226.

" Daux has already suggested this, buthedid notdiscuss the extent
ofprotection. Daux,pp. 225-226.
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vessels.^^ The reference to pseudopithoi does suggest a
contrast between this type of vessel and a standard one;
in fact, it is known that the capacity for pithoi at Thasos
had been established in earlier legislation." However,
Daux's suggestion does not explain the reference to
amphorae and casks where no contrast between a
standard and non-standard type is being made. All
that the regulation states is that sale of wine in any of
the mentioned vessels is forbidden.

Since amphorae and casks were used extensively in
the import-export and local trade of wine, this
regulation wouldhaveresulted in eliminating the sale of
wine in small quantities, making bulk quantities the
only legal sale. There are three possible effects of such
legislation: First, the primary buyer would now
purchase wine in large quantities, bottle it himself in
smaller vessels and export it personally from the island.

In this way a major portion of the wine would be used in
the export trade. A similar situation existed at Delos,
importers of wood and charcoal had to sell their own
product, being restricted from selling it to another
merchant.^' Second, it would eliminate the middleman
in the wine trade, the merchant who purchased in
quantities, wouldbottle it and sellit to other merchants,
who would either export it or sell it locally. This would
reduce the final price of the wine since his profit would
be eliminated. Third, it would end the sale of foreign
wine on the island. Since wines were usually transported
in amphorae, a regulation which forbade the sale of
wine in these vessels would stop the sale of foreign wines.
It would not stop the importing of them. Such wines
could be imported which were to be reexported
immediately or to be used personally by the importer.

If, as I suggest, this regulation curtailed the sale of
wine in small quantities, its -result would be to
encourage its export and to insure a constant supply for
export. This would strengthen the island's economy:
the more that a state exported, the more it could
import. At the time of this regulation, Thasian wine
was considered among the best and was in great

. demand;^® therefore, it would be in the state's interest
to protect and encourage its production, insuring a
continuous supply.

vi. Regulation 6
Both the fourth and fifth regulations refer to a sixth

one not extant on the stone, a prohibition against
pouring water into wine. Presumably this does not refer
to personal use but to commercial practices. Mant

is Daux, p. 223. Pouilloux accepted this conjecture and would
himself link this regulation with a Thasian capacity law. Pouilloux, p.
213.

" For a discussion of the regulation establishing the capacity of the
Thasian pithos see M. Lang, "A New Inscription from Thasos:
Specifications for a Measure,"BCH76 (1952) 18-31.
" Durrbach, Z3e/os. 509.

zoufas suggested that this restriction should be restored
in the erased area as the first regulation of the second
law."

There are two possible interpretations of this prohibi
tion. First, it prevented the artificial aging of wine
which, according to Pliny, was done by mixing seawater
with it.^' Such wine would command a higher price and
was prized. Nestor is said to have drunk wine that was
ten years old,^' and Athenaeus mentioned wine that was
sixteen years old.'" Since, seawater is not specifically
mentioned, it is not likely that this was the intention.

Second, it prevented merchants from diluting the
wine, having two results. The merchant could increase
his stock and his profit by the amount of water added.
But the diluting would also adversely affect its quality,
being thinner and losing some of its flavor. Such
practices were not unknown in the ancient world;
Lucian compared philosophers whosold their lessons to
wine-merchants who diluted their product.^^ Since
Thasian wine was in demand, diluting would increase
the available supply but would eventually cause a
decline in demand. Therefore to avoid this, a
regulation controlling the quality of Thasian wine, at
least before exporting, was passed by the local
government. '

vii. Conclusion

When both Thasian laws are considered together,
theyprovide important information concerning the way
and extent a Greek city-state controlled and interacted
with a local industry. The Thasian government was not
attempting to either nationalize or completely control a
local industry; instead its intent was to establish legal
limitations on sales and purchases of wine and to
encourage its production. First, the government
defined the legal conditions for the transfer of property.
Buyers at the winery had to place their stamps on the
pithoi for the sale to be valid. Furthermore, speculative
buying of wine futures was now restricted to a specific
period. These rules established a legal basis for
transaction and protected the rights of both buyer and
seller.

Second, the state encouraged the production of wine
by insuring a market. Limitations on the importation
of non-Thasian wine to Thrace insured one outlet for
the wine. To protect markets in other areas, the govern
ment regulated the quality of the wine and attempted to
reduce the cost. Quality was insured by seeing to it that
the wine was not diluted before exportation. Cost was

At.PI. IQ22,Lys. 196.
" Mantzoufas, pp. 27-28.
" Pliny, N.H. 14.78. Artificial aging could also beaccomplished by
heating the wine. (Plut. Sym. 5. 3 and Athen. 10.429c).
" Od. 3.391.

Athen. 12.584b.

Lucian, Hermotimus 59.
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reduced with the elimination of the middleman and his
profit.

By encouraging the exportation of wine the Thasian
government derived direct financial benefits. In most
Greek states there was a percentage tax on goods
imported into and exported from the city. An increase
in the goods leaving the harbor, generated new
revenues, primarily from the export tax, and resulted in
more items being imported. Ships, leaving with one
cargo, usually did not return empty. In this way
revenues from the import tax also increased. These
financial gains werealso a consideration in the passage
ofthese regulations.

Furthermore, these two laws protected both the
consumer and the producer and restricted the activities
of the retailer or middleman. The consumer was
guaranteed a quality wine, not diluted, at a reasonable
price. The producer was provided a stable market, legal

rights with respect to the sale of his product and
protection from out side competition. However, the
retailer had his activities curtailed. The period of
speculative buying was limited; this means that these
merchants paid a price closer to the actual cash value of
the final product sinceat the time of sale the yield could
be more accurately estimated. The restriction to sale in
bulk eliminated the dealerwho purchased directly from
the winery and sold to other local merchants.

The involvement of the Thasian government in com-
merical activities was not unique to this island alone.
The Athenian regulations over the grain trade and the
Delian involvement in the sale of fuel indicate that these
cities, like Thasos, were attempting to regulate and
stablize commerce in their respective areas. A closer
examination of the extant evidence would reveal that
similaractions were implemented byother Greek states.

San Francisco State

University
Phillip V. Stanley
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Mr. Phillip V. Stanley
Classics Department
San Francisco State University
San Fpancisco, California, U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Stanley;

I was interested in the abstract of your paper at the/ Christmas Meetings

of 1980 (in New Orleans), see AJA 1981, p. 219. As this vfas just an abstract, .

it naturally lacks references. Would you be so kind as to give me, if you can,

a published reference for your stptement that nfr and nfr - nfr •weee used by the

rank wine? Perhaps you have published the paper and can send me

an offprint? In Faulkner's Concise Dictionary of Middle Sp-yptian, p. 131, many

uses are listed for nfr, but none in which it qualifies wine is cited as such,

I would be grateful if you would give me the full title and date of any

Sgyptoiogioal publications you mention in citing the requested reference, as I

am not familiar with many of those.

It appears we have some Ptolemaio wine jars marked N^[Pj - that is, there is

space for the P but it is not clear to read. If you can help mo, and are interested,

I will send yiu aa offprint when they are ready.

I would be glad to have an Bff()rint of an article I b9"'iev9 you have written

on Thasian wine or wine-containers.

.e'

•M--,
•' V

• •' -i

American School of ClaRFioal Stud598
54 Swedias Street, Athens 106 76

y •(.

„,A./,
August 31, 1984

h'
. ♦,♦'

'4^

• ? • • I-*' • • JH r • . • • • . •

....

. •• •• 'i''" <' .•• • p
• *«. • •;

v;
j'-v;

/•
^• n*

•y

i-v.-"-rv'-i vti"' •':

Yours sincerely.

Virginia R. Grace

• Si

A'-A;

• •>/.

"C: . ,•

v5/

Mr- .
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T hiB is a vary interastiug itam which providaB |

saricB corabined with Za(non). On th4« serlas, taa Hasp.
• •• '•

•Iv''' ' 1963, pp. 319, 320, and p. 331, nota 25. Following tha raviaion in j
ix*' Vi* ' '

, 1-J J_JU„ /Aiu irAA.A.1. tnnA __ ., _ ... I AX-S^ (y
i^-xv •">• 3rd century datas (Ath. Mitth. 1974, pp. 193-200), I aja auggaeting in a

forthcoming articla that tha Za(non) in thaaa atamps oould ba Zanon of ^

• •'»

,r '••

,».; . Kaunoa, manager of tha "Largo Estate in Egypt", see tha volum# of 1922

. with this title by M, Roatortzaffj I am not the first to publish this
' 'it

auggeated identification. It would be nice if AIIQA oould be ATIOAASNIOZ 'tV: i'"

Zanon^B boss, but then how to understand all the other names he comes

r'Sj-,.;

, t/i -C' •' lU

iK. •
; , • with in other stamp types. The letter you took to ba an iota is a gata.

regularly so made in this series (of. Hasp. 31, 1962, pla. 18, 19, noa. Za.'I

119). The two abbreviated namas read in different directiona in '
* •, V v« ;•

'vVV • -.»A ^. 'isl
,v' r' • this type; such things happen.

VIshould guess that the jara narked lAth stamp types of the iv 'vJ
}

' w

is, more than one kind of clay in Egypt. Do you have any known Egyptian

tasted samples with which to compare L114.] etc.?

You did a good job in identifying the two other examples of the

"jj. >-f;. types of1114.]. We had on file with this series the one from Gazer, but
K - . -sjk*- •• i"v.»

. of course not its reading as now supplied by you. Especially for your
%-fp > r\

' . f V /' 'f

Zenon group ware made in Egypt, in tha Fayum. Sartainly there was, and W
-I.,

'S--t r-''

•4 .

• Tf*4 ' >;v
'.J".,, i
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tru#.. iSK. I INSTITUTe OF NAUTICAL ARCHAeOLOGY'-OiCtSyKviS;;^^
George F. Bass, Pres/denf P.O. Drawer AU
Michael L. Katzev, V/ce Pres/derrL College Station, Texas 77840 •/?•,.•

(713) 779-4101

•f! ; .,

aVy-,
' . Dear Virginia,

• ^ • 'ii\

.;.

• - • ••-•••; • • ••"• • ,• •:• •• Y •- . / •

!

r\

6 May 1980

•^""' - Many, many thanks for spending so much time with me last '* v^h*: v Li-A i-
,, - , ^ ^ ^ . .•••;:• T-:'; .

Wednesday. It was a most informative and interesting session, and . •• •'•j;'
I have now communicated some of our "conclusions" to George Bass.

;h^: Enclosed for your files are the photographs of the Knidian .
'••^r^V , amphoras, drawings, photos of stamps, rubbings, and "transliterations"/ a .:': ',!»,<i,;)4<v|

• that I received from the 1979 season on the Hellenistic Wreck at ' ,Y;n
SerceLiman. ,:, ^

nvt'.

I would indeed be grateful to receive a
translation of Brashinsky's article on "Standards ui xMiuuictn .i-iixi[jiiuxcio . ' if.f,'j

.?•< It could be quite useful in making sense of the Kyrenia Rhodians.
-a:.. -

photocopy of your English. ' '
ards of Rhodian Amphoras."

- - - ••• '•- >!r~ ; A «

•<•' • With best regards from Susan and Mudge. ;

•1'̂ ' y..'",-•..."•- •^. ---V-^ T.'. 1
. /• - f' * ' .- Wilrt'l •"* i.. - • Yours,

w#YviY. Y• L.

A./'••..-r-
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MIDDLE STQA. BUILDING FILL : Z H G R 0 U P pR^-sU f

SS 854 , 985, 11671, 11906, all read XH with somewhat varying

I (sy~r'̂

2.3>*X<6J stamps, the last-named having a roughly circular one,

SS 12898 roads just X or possibly H»

'ifV 6^

other types assembled with this group have the two letters with a device,

or with another abbreviation:

ZH-/V^

ZH with cross ZH-MOC
" " dots above and below ZH-22
" " uncertain devices ZH-§ (ju,.-

ZH-AP ^ >ZHN-§IAA^"
>> ZH-EYA ;'ZHN2N

^ i ZHNL -KPATI ZHNSiN= in circle
ZH-MO

^ Context apart from IviSBF: SS 5746 (ZH with cross) comes from HQ, well a4

cr 68/MB,(mouth of we11^) This well, VG Deposit 34,aP®xx±iuiX3raii*Ba)H±iiX!4BjBX±JEy has
C**-" C- V -»

been dated second half of 4th "with intruded 3rd (small sherds)". SAH include
rL.r , , (^-r- ^ ^ !\ ' , ^

' A J , A • ly

r^e, good part of earlyish I.hodian jar (ep.SSXlAPHZ), early Rh. Handle, APISTOiANHZ C
ny<' rosette, Corcyrean(?) AS, and uncertain (SS5841), Jar possibly of 2nd quarter

' ' /'+ ('• : I "-t / 'I ; *•
• of 3rd? And SS 255 (ZH-22) comes from A,Jell at 20/l2T (bronze head ~

variously dated 1st half of 3rd by HAT as recently as 1940 publication,

i-er and"latter 3rd" by GRE. SAH tend to push it past 250 probably, e.g.Thaian of
1 \

BOYAHI^PITOZ (SS139) and some Knidian that may not be so EK, Possibly call it
—I 5^ lO'l 3 3 - ^ . i-'-v :• u-t -

middle third of tliird century? . <y; o ,.r~r3~7, A-.c , f t, ^ c • A4--'^ • ^ s|

Fabric of the group; the shape is sometimes like Barly Knidian, sometimes
thick and arched like early Rhodian, not the earliest. Note SS 6966 (ZH) with
Bection of Rhodian r^. On the other hand, SS 8829 and 11671 have something- like
a fat heavy early Knidian rim. (Both also ZH) The clay could often be taken for
jCnidian, but in some of the "Rhodian" handles it is quite Chism; see SS 6966
aga^, which has fine red clay, gray core, and a thin smeary light slip on a dark
surface. A few other handles noticed as having ZH fabric may be second har

stamped with ligature EIII which are "Rhodian" ZH

.r

^ —^ a. viiu-Ai. oiuxjtxxy xxgiiu On a darklace. A few other handles noticed as having ZH fabric may be second handl«=
on ZH jars; cf. SS 70 and 7634 stamped with ligature EIII which are "Rhodian" ZH

^1^-T.io shape, and others with about the same stamp which have been filed as EK.
.(P~^ r,;, , ..SV^ At S> A ,

1 Caunus ca. mid-thitd? (SSHHiT- - 2<o. Kote he (?) owned a field with one 2ffi2TPAT02 - see llNB f^JldeJ^ o^ted).
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f|iii scul (imvnil sail,-or I,. ,1,,,, ,, I"'"''''' '""yen,
mc sen,1,1c i,,,lefe,,dal,le\;, "ry"',''™'''''''pnrlie, e„,n,„e le crny.ai, |e smaeei,,, I]^ I'"'"

m.tiqiies |,enve,il-elles ,le|„ii l„ser 1,011 m, oL. „ "
a cc siijct, ce ctiii cut cfo niiin • • " '
point. I.:n attendant, jc en,is cr.r'rtcxt'"'' """
divorce fundamental entre le ehiffre v-ht'''ipfV'"" ""' "
re,stimation appro.ximative de 22 not) p.,ins ^-v
largement gonflce dc ce qni a etc mis Vin'V I""''nl'Icment

La menm prudence dont nm:s d";: !„
contraire. avant d-incriminer la grecite (run l"'"(
d.f (id le.s deux (, peclu's „sont ^eunis) m.nit ulV""'''"'""'"' ""
tab]i.s.semenL de.s lignes .'tI-.3.3 I •(:-dilenr\ I r '"o"
l«--| Iroc oCoo„cl,: r,-,o iv ' > ,i "M.- ,!
..ro',niecec,esle,,„emesi(an,enf,;:mene le dieu du del et de H tprm • ,• , ^ ^
contradictoirement (p. n.d) en v' ''ineut". et le ('(urstruit iin pen
exprinu'c fortement par remploidc '"•'̂ ''̂ •'''̂ Lon.
LI nra d-ailleurs epargncTZlmnll m'
ladeuxiemelettrecidantclairemeiU tpl '''iinitidne position, les restes de la'lettir.sVxiT'"''
par o. Ce serait cPailleur.s sur ee point lu'site \aalT
Oqevo, convient parfaitement. JCapparitimi de .7''"''
d ailleurs intere.ssante. Pm effet le m- r i r a Axoum estIrds partieulier(-^). Avee ses derivCss et k''sim|'!le''v o""

simple o/.,Ooevo> (et leurs paral-

") t.c niol est mat ronnti. Dans SI'I' nt li,") (vi- si.-?
"/icvnv flHiire rlans iin cnnlextc miilile || ,.s|
'-r ><• mot afaelir eon.n.e ,e y..SV., ']l:u!VnT"' "" " '""""n-

(,ne I.iinnann a conipris le partlel, e |., , ' "" "n'-.n-nl.
"rpencant de of.,., t.eace . an a,-Hnee ,le nti;:,-::;'":" ""
-soMl nn n.oyen el nne ai.lre conslrnelion penv?.?,, sanv.-r'le'"-W''"-',''''
/"m.. Or la nonvelle version exelnl ees denx eel,app.,i„i,.,.s '

12, L. irniliieliei, .,.F:ii„,„ "Z;;:'!;:
f-i) a., par exenipte. W. fjAe,:,, - W. I-'. Anx,,, - I- w c.v

»•- -u,:r.,z::[::z:!'!SS^,
;i.')2

:^€'Oz

N"OTi-:s ij'KPiGR.vriiiF. r,ni:c.QFH

Ides en (,;.o- par fau.sse etymologic), il apparait avee (pidque densite clans
la Scplanlr. Puis viennent dcs occurrences sjioradicpies. rarissimes avant
Ic ir siecle. Si on vent trouver le mot isok- cPun contexte religieux on
inagupie dans un texte documentaire. il faut, si je ne me trompe'. descen-
dre assez loin dans le temps avee. iin unique paiiyrus. une pc-tition an
style ampoule du v.r sieele (•). Ceci rdele un manque evident de pfme-
Irat.on du mot dans la langue usuelle. Au.ssi Pemploi du verbe dans la
malediction cles 7?c,s Gcslar. est-il pentxidre un signe indicatif que la chan-
cdlerie dAizanas employait cles Grecs ebnitiens venus cPl-Lgvpte ou de
la Palestine.

|.l(/(/. : Dans null, cpi^jr. 1-182,-190, Jeanne et Louis Robert proposent
missi la lecture eioP.eOoFva,] (plusieurs rapprochements) et montrent
Initeret, dans le mOme contexte. du mot exniumv. qui liii aussi fimire
clans la Srplanic et des textes imi>rcA-ntoires].

18. —P;,;vr.Ti.;. Anses estamjiilk.es hellenistiques cPorigine locale.
Qudipies annees apres le travail de Georges N-acbtergael (-), deux con-

tnbidions viennent de reclire PinterOt cles cL-coiivertes cPanses cl-ampbores
cm •.gypte, mais surtout font connaitre des anses estampillees qui sont
cei tamement de iirovenance egyptienne.

\ irgmia (mAc.i- et Jean-Yves liMPimEUR (-) dressent un catalogue de
JO anses (Porigine locale ('). Elles font connaitre sept noms clifferents.
-ei tains de ceiix-ci sont attestcxs jiar plusieurs matrices, soiivent mdme

dc- formes clifff-rentes. comme c'est le cas pour celles de Donax (an g.:.„i-
if: .lora^cpc) on dJIc-rieus. tanclis que eelles de Petds (an gc-nitif •
rrcroc) sont toutes rectangulaires (mais Pune cPelles est rt-trogracle)!

P|1. 2,(i rl .sin. Ctf. I.. Honi;nT. //r//r,„rn XIIKlpr,.'-,). p. 2r,i; „ C, (cilnnM'o. ?,
rhrr.lr„,u. PU.V I, P.2a). el p. 208. „. 5(une epUa,„„ eln-oii,,,,,,. ni.nls" nusli un"! •
pm.ilinn nttique non-ehnytlenne altribufe an ii" s.).

(1) /'.f.v,/r..1/f,,sp. I 1)7002. HI 18.
(2) l.u C„llcclinn Marcel IlomhrrI I (I'apyrologlea nruxellensia IS in-sy

Nos 1-20 (ph.). (Sur les anses trnuv(Ce.s en l-tsyple. p. 10, n.-q ' '
Cn rn gnmpe d'amphareF ptnlemaiques ertampiUcer nullelin ,1,. r .

«"• <:»'"' -•• Y I.MPi-.ni.i 11. Timbres amphnriques de Crnendihpolh- \rsinne /?//• m —
PI>. 10/-2:!.8. pll. WXIII-XI. (= SICi; XXVII 10- -1 nn- V • " (1077).

<1. I-cs auleurs annoneen. q.Mls on. reeonnu ilepuis l.nV ,1 no'V'''"I'
aiises. liinhrees nil nnn. (le rahriealion (Wtviillenne Pli -""ibreuses aulres

"" ecu. », 11,II
'"•I"" ' -•"'•"•""I.. Ml,"""•—

;r,.3



i ;g PTE GI! I•:(;()-Ho MAINI-:

Ce manque d'liniformitc typolo.qiquc sc relrouve aiissi dans la lrii)lc
forme de la signature d'Hericus : (an non.inaUf) on au genitif:
^O||rrocou[ ,,,con„aItrc, anu.n avis, dans le
l.mime c.rculaire 5d (fig. 12). I.a coexistence des denx fonnes dn genitif
des noms egyptiens en -6,^- est banale. Le.s autenrs siluent nerieus au
III siecle, tandis qua les autres anscs sont un pen plus recenles.

.ucia CniscuoLo vient de puhlier trois anses (j-originc egvplienne
conser\ces a INIilan (2). 165 ajoiitc une malricc de plus pour le polier
Donax. Lauteur voudrait le situcr encore au ine siecle en rai.son de
rccoupements pro.sopographiqnes (pii ne me semi,lent pas ehranler la
datat.on proposee par V. Grace et J.-Y. Fmipercur.

J hesiterais aplacer avec rautcura re|,o(pic romaine Iel66, (f'roe-)0|

lepoque hellem.stique. C'est a la menu- epoque qu'il faudrait ramencr
67, de memo type, ou la date (avec son . epsilon priva del trallino

mediano ») me scmble devoir etre lue : (erorc)

Antinoe (?). Portrait de momie. n" s. apres .J.-C.
Une courte inscription peinte sur un portrait de jenne femme semble

ao,r m,eux que foubli qui ri.sque de suivre sa publication un pen com
fident.e le par Klaus Parlasca dans les lUlralli cli Mummir (Hepertorio
darte dell Fgitto greco-romano, Serie 11, 1977), p. :ir,. 27;5 ;

Evrpvyi, EiH^ai/wvi.

J'accentue oxyton, puisqu'il s'agit d'un vocatif par chute du sigma final
du nominatif. Bien connu a repoque imperiale, ce tvpe de vocatif cst
utilise non sculement pour les noms proprcs masculins (oii 11 s'est ee
nerahse en grec moderne : Fnln.j, JTrrno), mais meme au feminin
Cf. precscment Kl. Parlasca, MDIK 2C, (1970). p. 17!), .5;i, qui volt
juslement en Kgovov le vocatif du nom propre feminin Kn'oyov^ sur
une stele de Tercnouthis. ^

Jean Rin(;e>

(1) Ed. pr, : l'Ejgif(vg) | [ ]to; fdciix noms .').
(2) nmii (l-nnlnra (jrrci elrnniani. La Cnllrzionr ilvlVI nivcrsila Callolica ill jMilann.

Slufli fli Sloi-ia Anlir.o fi (nolnf-na Ii,S2). I.cs nnscs qni nous conccmcnl sont les
Nos lO.a-Kiv, pp. i22-i2;i el Kit (ph.).

jr,i

EGA PTE GHECO-ROMAINE

apyrus litteraires et JUocumentsD<

Zaki Ai.y - I..iuhvig Koexen, Three Rolls of Ihe Early Sepluayinl:
Genesis and Dciileronomy. Bonn, Unbelt, 1980. 1 vol. in-1",
xni-M3 pp., dont 57 ],]!. (Papvrologisciie texte und Abiiand-
i-ENGEX, Band 27), — Prix : 78 DM.

(Vest avcc la collaboration des Archives pholographiqiics des papyrus
yrecs el lalins qu'une nouvcllc ddition photographique intdgrale des frag
ments de la Seplanle de la .Socicte cgyptienne de Papyrologie a etc ri-aliscc
par le Prof. Zaki .My et a cte commentce par Ludw ig Koenen. Ce dernier,
dans sa preface et son introduction, a egalcment expose les problemes
poses par la photographic dans des conditions tcclmiqucs difficiles de rou
leaux de papyrus emiettes en d'innombrables fragments. .Signalds depuis
1915, ils avaient etc I'objet d'lmc premiere edition par l-'ran^oisc Dunand
(19(i(i: cf. Chnm. Eg. l i, ]9()9, pp. M.S-150). il'emblee etait tipparue
rimportanee de ces tcmoins directs de la tradition ancienne de la Seplanle.
.Mlribuables par rccriture au I" siecle avant notrc ere, ils conlenaient
des variantcs intercssantes, et I'lm d'eux, au moins, presentait la ],arti-
cidarittf d utiliser le tctragramme en alphabet hebreii carre pour rendre
le nom divin, nom qui a ctd transcrit ailleurs par xvoiog.

.\ux 110 fragments publics par Fratifoisc Dunand se sont ajoutes 119
fragments nouvcaux qui se siibdivisent en trois categories :

a) 0 fragments qui s'ajoutent aux trois fragments de la Genisc connus de
la premiere cditricc ;

b) 01 fragments qui s'ajoutent aux restcs plus substantiels du rouleau du
Dculeroninnc. Sans modifier les donndes generales du probleme, les nou
vcaux fragments nous fournissent une image plus ricbc et plus nuancce
des variantcs, partant de la place du texte dans la tradition de la Seplanle
II faut y voir non point un etat intermediairc entre la traduction originale
et la tradition manu.scrite de la Seplanle qui nous est connue, mais un
texte (pn picsente une tendance a harmoniser la version des Seplanle
avec le texte hcbreu, un texte done dont beaucoup de variantcs ne nous
rap|)roebent jias de la version originale :

c) IZapport majeur de cette rexHlition se trouve dans une decouverte
inallendue; les restes d un deuxieme excmplaire du Deuleronome (im-
matricide Hablfs, n" 8-17, tandis que le premier rouleau a recu le n" 818
le n" 912 restant affecte au rouleau de la Genese). Ces 49 fragments sou-
vent tres reduits (pll. 50-55) appartienncnt a Deul. 10 22-11 16 et 'II 20
:i:i,27 L'eeriture, aux traits generalement un pen plus recents, se situe
dans la „ m. du I sifecle avant notre ere ou un pen plus tard. Cependant

355



October 26, 1970

Dear Miss Grace:

I Imagine tha;fc Mr. Anderson, in his inclosed letter, has
mentioned to you that I am a student at the University of
Califorhia majoring in Greek History and Archaeology. I am
particularly interested in the economic history of fifth
century Athens. I have recently become interested in the
trade relations of the Athenian Empire with the Hear East,
particularly the Palestinian area. During my recent visit
to Israel, I had occasion to speak x^ith a Mr. Stern concerning
the Greek material found in Israel belonging to the Persian
period. Several red figure vases and sherds have been found;
also Athenian coins and imitations have been found. I now
would like to acquire- some information concerning course x-rare.
Has any Attic course ware been foxmd in the Palestinian area?
Is it possible to distinguish Attic products from local ones,
and if so,hoxir? I XTOuld appreciate any information which you
can give me on this topic. I may be reached care of the
Classics Department at the University of California at Berkeley.
Thank you very much.

Sincerely
Phillip V. Stanley
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